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YARDS BLOCKED
WITH MANY CARS
Local Railroad Men Hampered
in Handling Traffic
Do Weak Well but Delays .Are Fre-
quent, Although Every AvalLable
Engine Is Out.
EVERT TRACKWHOWDED FULL.
With every available track filled
local Illinois Central officials ate
struggling desperately to master one
of the most serious blockades in
years. So badly blocked are the
yards that. trains had to wait on the
main line north of Paducah several
hours last night, and passenger
trains had to be "sawed" into the
Paducah union station thia morning
because the passing tracks were till-
ed with coal cars.
It is estimated that fully 2,000
cars are stored in the Paducah yards,
and every engine is worked hard to
keep the freight moving. The boat
yards contain 600 cars, the north
yards at shops are full and the south
yards can hold no more cars,. The
coal tipple track and other tarcks not
constantly in use, are used for stor-
age.
This morning when the Cairo-Pa-
ducah accommodation train arrived
in Paducah the passing tracks were
tilled with cars. It headed' into the
main line with a flag against No.
122, the Fulton accommodation. Af-
ter unloading it backed into the shop
lead and let the Fulton-Louisville
passenger In. This with the depart-
ure of several "light" sections of
the Fulton-Louisville accommodation
train created more than ordinary con-
fusion.
Trainmaster L. E. McCabe and
Yardmaster Sullivan are handling the
situation as well as can be ezpected
under the conditions, but little pro-
gress can be made with such a con-
tinual stream Of Incomtag freight
trains.
The motive power on the division
la running short, and this morning
an engine was sent out on passenger
train, No. 122, with no number on
'her tender. She had to be rushed out
of the shop for the service before the
finishing touches could be made.
COLORED DEPARTMENT
OF CHILDREN'S ROME
0. Singleton, colored, of Louisville,
agent for the colored department of
the Kentucky Children's Home Soci-
ety, is in Paducah investigating the
situation. The society just started
this department last fall and has not
yet opened the receiving home The
agent will speak to colored people at
different colored churches regarding
the proper training of their children.
He speaks, at Mt. Zion (colored,
church Thursday night: at Husbands
street, C. N. E., church. Sunday
night, and the following Wednesday
night at the Seventh street (colored)
Baptist church.
STOOD AT FRONT DOOR:
THIEF STOLE IN REAR
StationMan,Otto Hamilton of Fire
company No. 1, is minus a $35 suit
Of clothes which was stolen from his
residence at Twelfth street and
Hampton avenue vetterday. Mr.
Hampton's wife had hnng the suit
out on a line In the back yard to dry.
She heard a knock at the front door
and found a negro standing on the
steps. The negro inquired if Mrs.
Manic lived within and when *meter-
ed lingered to inquire if Mirs. Hamil-
ton knew where she did reside. In
the meantime a "pal" In the rear
yard was hastily making away with
Mr. Hamilton's nit.
ODD FELLOWS SECURE
TEMPORARY QUARTERS.
The local lodges of Odd Ire"..owe
have leased the K.. of P. hall for a
year. The lodges will meet in It on
Thursday night. Thts arrangement
is to remain to effect until the new
building; is completed. Plena for the
new building are now under coulee
of eonetruetion.
'Titers Ii only one kind of a
newitpaper circulation statement
that Is worth any ronsideratios
and thit is the daily detailed
statement. The Stun Is the only
Padneah paper printing such a
siefernent.
PAYMASTER DISMIS,SED.
Waahing-ton, Feb. 19.- The
navy department today announc-
ed the dishonorable dismissal of
Assistant Paymaster Sipper, res
cently tried by court martial at
the Washington navy yard, and
found guilty of "technical em-
bezziensent." President Bootie.
telt approved the sentence.
KAISER'S POLICY.
Berlin, Feb. 19.-The new
reichstag was formally opened
today with an address by the
kaiser. He voiced his policy of
strengthening Germany's arma-
ments and defenses and develop-
ing the colonies. Social reforms
and modification of the laws of
Woe majestic are promised.
William declared his intention
of respecting the constitution.
Violent denunciation Of Socialists
marked5 his speech. Forty-three
Socialistic members remained
away from the chamber.
RACE FOR CUP.
Glasgow, Feb. 19.- Another
race for America's cup amens
assured in two years. Sir Thomas
Lipton probably will challenge.
In case he fails Peter Donaldson,
a wealthy ironmaster and one of
the m(fst - enthusiastic yachamen
on the Clyde is ready to chal-
lenge.
FRISCO SATISFIL1).
Washington, Feb. 19.-alette
hers of the $an Francisco school
hoard now here are authority
for the statement that not more
than half a dozen Japanese
school children will be admitted
to white schools under the agree-
ment between Mayor Schmitz
and Preeldent Roosevelt. Others
will he given separate instruc-
tions.
Washington, Feb. 19.- It is
admitted at the state department
that the United States govern-
ment is now negotiating a treaty
with Japan, under which the
Japanese government will refuse
to issue pasaporte to coolie labor-
ere desiring to come to the
United States,
1111,QQ.00Q...
Nile::, Mich., Feb. 19.- The
Niles Milling company's big
flour mills burned today. The
loss is $100.000.
FAMILY BURNED.
Royal Oak, Mich., Feb. 19.-
Fire on Dr. Claw:a:nes farm
near here today burned to death
Mrs. John Grimshaw and her
eight-months-old son. Grimehaw
was also badly burned and is un-
conscious and unable to tell the
story of the tragedy.
THIRTY MINERS DEAD.
Montery, Mex., Feb.. 19.-
Later reports from the mine ex-
piation in the E•sperenzas dis-
trict say 30 miners are known to
be dead.
GRAIN MARKET.
Cincinnati, Feb. 19.- Wheat,
79; corn, 401; oats, 44%.
PRESIDENT'S PLAN
IS ACCEPTABLE
Washington, Feb. I9.-The senate
canal committee today reported fa-
vorably- on the bill authorizing the
president to appoint only one Pana-
ma canal commissioner to have en-
tire charge of the work.
PADUCAH DRUGGIST MAY
PITTmtaglAwsow !from.
Dr. Settle, of the McPherson drug
store, and Dr. James Sleet') will go
to Da W FlOn 'Springs tomorrow to in-
spect the stock of drugs of Dr. Zub-
rod, assigned The stock will be open
for inspection tomorrow and a sale
will be held on February 21. If
either of the Padueah pharmacists
buys the stock the drug shore will be
reopened at Dawson and operated by
an agent.
OFFICERS ELECTED.
Howard shave Re•Etetsted rtesi-
kient Woman Ettiffraglats.
Chicago, Feb. 19.-- Anna Howard
Shaw of Swarthmore. Pa., was today
tinanimensly re-elected president of
the ?fattens-1 Woman Suffrage arm-
ciatkin. §ither &Mere re-elected were
Mrs %%chat.' rooter Avery. 'or
eiwarthMore, first vice-president;
Florence Kentry, Of New York, sec-
ond vice-president; Kate M. Gordon.
1of 'Nee Orleans, cortlieffalefsi Nee-
notiry.
Anita
CARRY OUT BUGGY
TO PREVENT NOISE
Careful Thieves Do Not Dis-
turb Sleeping Owner
Colored Farmer of Maoist Mills Sec-
tion Made Aletbn of Odd
Robbery.
TRACKS LED TOWARD PADUCAH
Carrying a heavy country roan
buggy from a stable to the pike, a
distance of more than a square, two
house breakers hitched up Richard
Howell's bay mare and escaped last
night while Howell slept a few rods
away unconscious of It all.
Howell is a negro farmer of the
Maxon Mills section, and last night
locked his horse and buggy In the
stable securely, as is his regular
habit.
The stable door was standing wide
open when Howell went out this
morning and the door leading to the
place where he kept his buggy was
also open.
The thieves opened both stable
doors, and led the horse to the pike.
The harness was placed on the horse
in the stable, but the acquisition of
the buggy was the crowning piece of
the whole job.
Tracks leading from the stable
showed where the thieves had lifted
the buggy up to prevent Its wheels
from creaking, and 'carried it to the
road, not once setting it down, The
dirt in the road showed where it had
been deposited and where the mare
was led into the shafts.
Tracks towards' Paducah were
made and the negro came here early
this morning to report the matter to
the police. Messages 'have been sent
to all surrounding towns to arrest
anyone driving" the mare.
This morning shortly before noon
the mare was found hitched to a
buggy on Jeffereon street near Third
Street and an investigation showed
that a negro drove it there. Levi
Calhoun was arrested and a warrant
issued, charging him with horse
stealing. He was identified by How-
e:1, the owner, as a negro seen near
Maxon Mills yesterday. Calhoun de-
nies he is guilty, and says he re-
turned on a train this morning.
NOT AMENDED.
Hotline Provision for Two Battleships
of Dreadnaught Type.
Washington, Feb. 19.-After one
sitting the senate committee on naval
affairs today authorized a favorable
report on the naval appropriation
bill. A number of increases in ale
propriationa will be recommended, the
most Important of whieh was the ad-
dition of $3,0410,o(W) for the arma-
ment of new battleships, the inereasere
bring the total up to $1,2,0.00,040. The
house provision fdr two battleshipe of
the Dreadnaught type was not amend-
ed,
Csibinet Oriels Averied.
Paris. Feb. 19.-- The tihreatened
cabinet eriste apparently kali ,beep
avoided when the tinslon was Almost
at the breaking point by the rearhing
of an agreement between Premier
C.:ardent-eau and Minister of Educa-
tion Briand. Beyond the fact that
the min I st ry will present-ow tiebroisett
front to parliament, nothing Is known
of the nature of this compromise, eV-
thougb everything Indicates that tete
minister of education has prevailed
Orel kik chief.'"
FATHER SEEKING
FOR LOST CHILD
W. N. Payne Enlists Police in
His Search
Mable Payne, Fourteen Yam* Old,
Wanders From Home on Boat
In Mechanicsburg.
KEJ'T HOUSE FOR HER FATHER.
W. N. Payne, a.man living on a
boat in Mechanicsburg, has enlisted
the services of the police In a search
for his missing 14-year-old daughter-.
The girl's name is Mabel Helen Payne
and she is attractive. She has been
missing from home since late yester-
day afternoon. She kept house for
her father, Anse wife is dead. The
father has no idea whether she has
'been enticed amity or is drowned.
LAWLESSNESS CON'TINUING.
Farmers Who Refuse to Join Plan-
ters' Organization Victims.
Princeton, Ky., Feb. 19.-A re-
port has just been received here that
petty depredations on tobacco barns
-were committed in the neighborhood
of Rinaldo, near the intersection or
Lyon, Trigg and Caldwell counties,
last week. A farmer having three
barns of tobacco had stripped and
shipped away the contents of one
barn, leaving the tobacco hanging in
the other barn While he was away
from home at ding to the sale of
his shipments, some persons visited
the other barns in the night time,
and forcing an entrance, threw the
tobacco which was very dry, upon
the floor and trampled upon it„crush-
1ing it and tots y destroying several
thousand poun .
SOLD AT AUCTION
Properties of the Henderson City
Railway Company.
Henderson, Ky., Feb. 19.-- The
entire properties of Henderson City
Railway company were sold at the
courthouse door at public auction by
the master commissioner at 1:311
this afternoon. Lively bidding took
place.
GOOD SAMARITAN WAS
PROF. OkX)RGE 0. NUMS0031.
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock
Prof. George 0. MoBroom noticed a
small blaze on the roof of a negro
cabin on Trimble street between
Seventh and Eighth streets. He no-
tified the ihmates and the former
councilman assisted them in extin-
guishing the fire.
WHOLE TOWN DESTROYED;
MANY HOUSES BURNING.
Clear ()reek, Ind., Feb. 19.-The
town is burning and dozens of houses
are In flames. Almost the entire town
wIl be destroyed.
No lyeicco Legislation.
Waehington, Feb. 19.-Senator Al-
drich, the particular representative
of the trusts in congress, today
sounded the doom of the remov-
ing the tax of 6 cents from leaf to-
bacco. At the close of a red-hot ses-
sion -of the tertaermimetee 'having the
bill In charge Aldrich said: "I will
jay to you, gentlemen, frankly that
do not think there is any possibility
of the bill being acted upon favor-
ably at this session "
Five Popular Songs are Issued by
Herbert Wallerstein Publishing Co.
Curiosity is satisfied. "Up-In-
a:age," Is the title of the latest
catchy song Issued from the press
of the Herbert L. Watlereteln Music
Publishing company. Mr. Waller.
stein, who has written several popu-
lar melodies, bag gone Into the pub-
lishIne bualnese himself and wilt
produce all hie own compositions
after this. Five new ones, which
eremise to rank with his "Mister
Moon" in PoPulatifi, are now on sate.
"Jap.in-Base," "Hitter Star," •."i
Lev., NO One Butt Yon." "When"
and "Wieling." Alit of them are In at-
tractive}, colored corer dealgna.hear.
Ina Mr Wallerritein's picture and
tolde mark, and the pictures of well
known vaudeviile stars, who are
singing the melodies. Mr. Waller-
stein to to be congratulated not only
on the whistaba, quality of his
airs. hut the attractive designs for
the covers.
SHORTEST K. OF I'.
IS LITTLE MAJ. WINNER.
--
Major Vt'inner, who with hits wife
has been meeting the pubfie at the
Mend yePlitiff I pis store On Broad Wayne for
*evens' weeks, Is a member of the
Kekeists Of 'Pa-title* ledge sod hears
the 'disitieetton of being the ehorteat
knight In the world last night be
*tended the meeting of the local
lodge, 26. Major Winner is a
member of Ivy lodge No. 87, at Mon,
,ueeNo,
CROSS EXAMINATION
OF MRS. THAW IS OFF
MRS. If NR 17.77CF.Y.D IN COURT.
Witness Identifies Letters Written to
Her by Stanford White and Tells of
His Boast That He Would Win Her Back
From Harry Thaw
JEROME TAKES THE WITNESS TODAY
New l'ork, Feb. 11).-"I will pompon*. the cross-esamInation of the
witness, Mrs. Thaw," said Jerome, "until I can learn whether it will be
necessary under the points involved in the ease."
This statement ceased a surprise. 'What tack the prosecution has
taken is a mystery. It Is thought Jerome will concentrate every effort to
send Thaw to the madhouse.
Mrs. Caine, a friend of Evelyn Thaw, was the next witness. The
most impertant feature of her testimony was the fact that Thaw offered
to settle a large amount of money. on Mita Holman, in return for using
her influence with Evelyn in his favor.
New York, Feb. 19.-Evelyn Nes-
bit Thaw, wife of the defendant, was
the first witness called in the Thaw
trial today.. Delmas handed her a
bundle containing 42 letters, and pa-
pers which the witness identified as
being written by Stanford White. It
Is said seine of these letters were
written the witness after her mar-
riage to, Thee. Delmas did not im-
mediately refer to the mitten, but be-
gan hie oral examination.
Mrs. Thaw said White told May
McKenzie a short tirDk before his
death that he would get Evelyn back
yet. Witness said Thaw continually
talked of White. He appeared al-
ways to have him on his mind. Be
would wake up at night and ask
questions shout white
She said she and her husband had
frequently talked of bringing White
to justice. At noon Mrs. Thaw was
turned over to District Attorney Jet'-
ow. foe cross-examination.
Will Introduced,
In further bulwarking their con-
tention that Thaw Was insane when
be kilted White, the defendant's coun-
sel sueeeeded in placing before the
jury the will by Thaw the
night of his marriage In April, 1906,
and codicil to this will executed at
the same time .
Again Jerome fought the evidence,
but he significantly withdrew his ob-
jections after Evans had given it U
his expert opinion thnt Thaw FAA in-
sane at the time he executed the will.
till!! Feet, Lunacy Commiseion.
The fact that the district attorney
Seem* didposed to let in the tiptipangg
of every eha.racter teawided it 4e tit*
preliminary opinitrm it-pm witness- that
the men was of unwound mind at the
time -to which the testitniony refers,
was taken today as a further Indica,.
tion that Jerome may at the
momeot, if he dams his hand
wrong enough, demand the Inetattiek
Iment of a commission to pass upon
'Thaw's state or mind at the present
I moment..
The will and codicil read to the
Jurors today, were offered in evidence
as culminative testimony of Thaw's
fluetital unsaandness prior to the kill-
ing of White.
Feared a Violent Death.
In his will Thaw provided that his
executors should set apart
for the InvestigatJean of his death in
case of a violent or suspicious end,
and for the prosecution of persons
suspected of having had a hand in his
taking Off.
In the codicil Thaw left $7,500 to
4Ise used In securing fogs!' redress
from White and one other person
whose name sag not allowed to be
read, for the benefit of four young
women, who Thaw Aeelared had been
victims of "degrading assaults" In a
house, "furrtished and used for orgcs
by White and the other inhuman
srou nil rel "
The names of the four women were
mentioned by Thaw bust were not
made public. Thaw also bequeathed
the sums of $2,100 /sett to Rev. Dr.
Charles H. Parkt II r fit , Anthony Com-
stock, and a lawyer named. In his
codiicli to be used in discovering fur-
ther alleged misdeeds by White and
securing redress for the women.
ANorrnElt 11114FORTUNE
ISOTHERM THE YARD MEN.
SELLING COCAINE
CHARGED IN COURT
And Summons Issues Against
Drug Company
Negroes Confess to "Coke MIMI."
and Tell Judge emu All
About It.-
l'IOSONERS ARE.F1NED HEAVILY.
One dollar's worth of cocaine al-
leged to have been bought in &
company's drug store, - Fifth and
Jones streets, caused, a summons to
be issued against the proprietor for
illegally selling cocaine, and fines ag-
gregating $154) and costs to be as-
sessed again*: the five who participat-
ed in a general light resulting from
alleged excessive use of the dry.
The prisoners on the bench in police
court this morning were hardly rec-
ognizable as human beings.
Fin Hamilton told the story
quickly after much conflicting testi-
niony from the others. -I go with
liVinnie Howe:1 and Saturday night
she went to this Cora Grear's house
near Fifth and Husbands streets, and
sat around drinking and stniffin'
coke. I left, and returned Monday and
found her still at it. She abused me
and I- handed her a few."
1Vinnie Howell wore the decorated
eyes and bruised face, and Hamilton
did not heave to go into minute de-
tails as to the extent of his punish-
ment toward his wayward sweet-
heart.
"Yes, we got $1 worth of 'coke' at
the Hall drug store and Mr. Hall saw
us 'sniff' it In the back of his store,"
Mary Brown declared. It was on
her evidence that Lottle Schroeder
was summoned with the druggist for
tomorrow to stand Investigation. The
penalty for selling cocaine without a
prescription Is $50.
Judge Cross fined Hamilton $50
and costs, dismissed the Sehroeder
sorban and fined Coots Eggleston,
Bud Dunn, Winnie Howell and Mary
Brown $26 and- costs, cacti.
IN NEW OFFICES.
Traininaster and Dispatchers .1re
Installed!
Before darkness fell yesterday
Chief Dispatcher L. E. Page and
Trainmaster L. E. McCabe and their
corps of subordinates sere installed
In their newly fitted out offices at
Kentucky avenue and Eleventh street
and this morning are working in fa-
ntiliar suirroundings. The tains hi
the old dispatching office moved from
the "Y" and remodeled. Trainmaster
McCabe and corps of clerks are
located down stairs and the dispatch-
ing forces upetairs. Every modern
convenience is to be had in the new
offices and the officials are greatly
pleased. Yard master Sullivan and
his corps of clerks will occupy the up-
stairs portion of the old offise at
Eleventh street and Broadway as
soon as it con be cleaned up. The
ground floor a11 remain vacant. .
VALUABLE PEARL FOUND
BY WILLIAM HERRING
Bill Herring, the Clark's river fer-
rTnran. made a lucky find YetWerdav
afternoon on the mad near the ferry.
He found a pearl as large as a mar..
Me, of beentifni enter and /drape ev-
idently one Of the. mussel shells va-
riety, many of which have proved
very valuable. Mr. Herring has show-
ed the pearl to a number of people
and it has been valued as high as
$400.
a
THIRTEEN VOLITMES OF
SCHOOLS OF TECHNOLOGY.
Through appeals from mana- rail-
road and riverteen President E. W.
Bagby, of the public library board,
has ordered thirteen, volumes of the
International School of Technology,
WW1 will order the entire set or-Ts
volumes. Phi Kis one set of books
which have been In great demand.
and President Fingby feels sure will
make a valualde addition to tine
Misfort tines never come singly, and 
while the local Illinois 
Central
 yard,
are experiencing one of the worst
bl'ock.ades la years and every engine
possible to secure is being placed In
ocasesiseloa, more acostssios -was ?t10-
ed ,by the breaking down of tere self-
propelling coal hoist, used &nee the
burning of the coal chute this morn-
tog, This neeassitates coaling en
Ones by hand at the loss of mud%
WEITHER-er'artly cloudy to-
night and Wedneaday, polder to-
night. 114uhe%i t ern pe ref nee yes-
terday, fist Mango today, 37.
,ft
it
The Merry Player That Cremes Con-
stant Laughter.
PAGE TWO.
PAIYIJCAII EVEN/NO t3UN TrESDAY, FEBRUARY 19.
A New Orleans woman was thin.
Because she did not extract sufficientnourishment from her food.
She took Scote-c ErnaLtion.
Result:
She gained a pound a day in weight.
ALL DRUGGISTS 50c. AND $100
0006.004410:44414.419440004)
CbeKentucky
weeks after she had undergone an
operation for cancer. It was on bite
report of Drs. Witthaus and Degay,
who had examioed she kidneys andBO'TH PHONES 54&
Liver of Mrs. Binge, that they bad
'Yound conedenable quantities of bi-
Wednesday Night, Feb, 20 :nh,r1:rinideatioufn nl‘teircs udey wPt bypresent, t, that an
District Attorney Corrigan, in which
he warren, charging murder in the
filet degree wets issued. In chain-
:segue, it ie charged, administered to
Mrs. Binge by Mrs. Weliau, Dr. De-
- gay and Peter Austin, a oliemist de-
ehrred they reso found comederable
hichloride of mercury.
"That Odd Fellow"
HARRY
BERESFORD
Presenting a
Clever and Sparkling Comedy by
Daiid D. Lloyd, called
The Woman Hater
sianagetneut J. J. Colentan.
Prices: 25c, 3.5e, 50c, 75c, $1
$150.
Seats on sale Tuesday V a. m.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signature is on each box. 25c,_
Subscribe for The Sun.
FRIDAY Night, Feb. 22
Henry W. Savage
Offers the
..)College
idovvThursday Fight, Feb. 21
P
Boy
flnfl c*
20 ?retty Girls
The Laughing Show
a s
By George Ade.
Exactly as presented 44
weeks in the Garden Thea-
tre, New York, and 14
weeks in the Tremont Thea-
tre, Boston.
- -• Pricers: 25, RS, 50, 75, $t and *EGO20 Seats on sale Thursday 9 a. m.
...8... Monday Night, Feb. 25
Clever Comedians The Surpassing Musical Event
8 of the Season.U CU • 11
Catchy Music
Tuneful Songs
Illaw & Erlanger Present the
SOUSA OPERA CO.
With
Seats on sale Wednesday Si a. ru. .1 jos cAwnioRN
Prices 25c, 35c, 5ec, 75c.
POISONED MOTHER.
Charge That Mrs. Walnut Employed
Champagne.
New York, Feb. 19.—Mrs. Lottle
Wearier wife of Leopold 4gailau, a
weieto-do importer of bronzes, was
exralgned before Coroner Acritelli to-
day charged with murder in the tine
degree of her mother, Mrs. Ida Binge,
by the use of poleon. She is held
without ball to rovalt the iuqueet,
which will oyes tVednestley.
Mrs. Binge, a wealthy widow, who
eyed with her- daughter hod the lat-
ter's husband end es-yeereed son.
Alexander, died An Feb:lieu G. these
In Sousa & Smith's Military
Comic Opera
THE FREE LANCE
With the original New York
production and cast intact.
AUGMENTED ORCHESTRA
CH5RUS OF SIXTY
-PRICES--
Entire orchestra_ ........ .... . ......$1 50
First three rows of balcony. $1.00
Balance of  '750
Gallery_
Seats on sale S,aturday..9 a. m.
 ,. 50c
Purity is in the air
up our way---noth-
ing but a few houses,
an old distillery and
lots of corn and rye.
Early Times
Jack Beam.
'Bottled in bond. Oldest
bottling is eight years.
VOLUNTEERS
4
WILL BE DISTIAit'T FROM STATE On
tilLITLI ORGANIZATIONS.
Taft'. Bill Provides for Regular Army
Goterunent With Palleas
Ottitere.
Washington, Feb. 19.— Secretary
Taft'has submitted for the considera-
tion of congress a bill providing for
the raising and organization of vol-
untary armies in time of emergency
or actual war. The bill provides that
all able-bodied male citizens of the
United States and persons of foreign
birth wha shall have declared their
intention to become citizens of the
United States between the ages of
IS and 45 years are to constitute the
national forces.
The volunteer army 6 constituted
a separale and dlitinct organization
front the regular army and the organ-
ized militia but in time of war all
will be under the supervision ana
revelation of the war department.
It is specified in the bill that the
volunteer army shall ee tojtintained
'Only during the eifstence OT war or
while war Is, imminent. All enlist-
ment in the volunteer army shall be
for the period of the war.
All men received Into the volun-
teer army will be taken from the
statas and territories and the District
of Columbia in proportion to popula-
tion.
The volunteer army will beeSb-
ject to the laws, regulations and or-
ders governing the regular army, arta
its companies, troops, batteries,. bat-
talions, etc., will be organized as are
the corresponding trees of the regu-
lar army..
The bill authorizes the president
to appoint for service with the coast
artillery for every 12 companies of
volunteer coast artilley, a volunteer
field, staff and noncommissioned staff
officers corresponding In number anti
grade to those authorized by law foi
a regiment of infantry.
An important section of the pro-
posed bill is the one governing the
appointment of officers for the volun-
teer army. As far as pbssfble the ob-
ject of the bill to prevent in the fu-
ture the appointment of volunteer
officers by thense of influence.
Many of the officers of volunteer
armies of the future, If this bill is
enacted into law, wel be officers or
eee eefettlar army.
SHEET MUSIC
For
Piano and Organ
'Ilte favorite intraterpleces of the
greatest composers carefully selected
from the great field of nmeical hiss'-
sture.. Pieces of charaKer-ind worth
published at from 50 cents to $1.00
a copy.. Our special price is.
10c a Copy Postpaid
Following ki a partial list of selec-
tions:
Title. Ctnnposer.
Aragonalse  Massenet
Barcarolle (June) ...Tschalkowsky
Ganzonetta  Holinender
Cabaletta  Lack
Chaconne  Durand
Consolation  Liszt
Dancing Spirits Bohm
Die Meistersinger Wegner
Farewell to the Places— Beethoven
Funeral. March  Chopin
Gipsy Rondo  Haydn
Wedding Mare% Mend elseoh n
I [Awe Thee, Opp. 44, No. 3...Grieg
Longing for Home, Opp. 117....
 Jungmann
Rustle of Spring Sinding
Sleloefe, Op. 8, No. 3 ....Paciereweld
Melody In F. Rubinstein
Murmuring  eephyrs Jensen
Myrtles. The 
Pastorale 
Wachs
Hits
Pizzicati from "Sylvia" ....Delibes
Second Neese, Op. 56 Godard
Second Mazurka God a rd
Simple Confession Thorne
Pierette Chaminatie
Spieng Song Mendelsohn
gylpkee, Lee Declarnsinn
leek) hack
Taraetelle, Op. 85
Traumerel Schumann
Under the Leaves Thome
Valets  DurandVe Ise Arabesque, Op 2" Lack
Valse Lente (from "Oopperlia")
 Delibes
Beautiful Blue Danube Waltzes..
 St ranee
Cavalleria Rustics ea, Intermezzo.
Maseagn I
Dance of the Zephyrs Cone
Dixie Land tine rariation's Lerman
The Flatterer Chaminade
Flower Song  Lange
Fountaine  Bohm
'Me Storm .  Weber
l'nder the Double Eagle, Mareh
 Wagner
Remember Me Brinkman
Over the Waves. Mexican Waltzes.
 ftrUsli
Afterward. Song  Mullen
Good Rye, Song  ford!
In Old Madrid. Song  Tiotere
The shove pieces are not the cheap
and defective 1.0e edition.
We handle all the Were popular
musk the chemical favorites aria
teaching Morey. Hettrtotion Books
tre &e.
D.E.WILSON
THE BOOK AND MUSIC
M A N
At Hatteateri Department Store.
•
THEATRICAL NOTES
4
At The Kentucky.
Wedneridey night—Harry Beres-
ford in "The %torture lister."
Thursday night—"Papres Boy."
Friday night—"The College Wid-
ow."
Harry Beresford.
Haley Beresford, alto has for a
great many years been a favorite wet
Paducah- theater-goers comes to The
Kentucky Weeneeday night in his
naost stiecerstal comedy, "The Wom-
an Hater.- Mr. Bere-ford holds a
place high emong American charac-
ter comedians end yet he is in a class
entirely by, bintself. While he is a
comedian he is a comedian of an en-
tisely different sort, Ho much so in
fact that be is known the country
over as "That Odd Fellow." He 6 an
extreme.). clever mimic and in addi-
tion possesses that irresistible droll-
ery that made /Sol Smith Russell fam-
ous. Beresford will be well remeru-
bered by all who have seen him in
Breadhurses farces including "Why
Smith Left Home.- "What Happhned
to Jones." "The Woman Hater" is
the f lien !eel Pleee in _which slue1.
ever starred, and gives him ample
scope for his wonderful fun making
and laugh producing qualities. Mr.
Berestord, is this year, as In all Pre-
vious appearances, supperted by an
excellent company.
Just Like "Hob Hicks."
A Chicago kinemen of George Ade
recently exhibited to some friends an
o:d photograph of the Indiana play-
wright which tends to prove the once
made and denied assertion that Mr.
Ade intended to correct a picture of
himself when he drew "Bob Hicks,"
the bucolic freshman of "The College
Widow." The photograph in question
was taken at about the time MT. Ade
entered Purdue University, from
which he later wag graduated w:th
high honors. The aoresaid kinsman
Prizes it highly and has a lot of fun
showing It to the city friendst of the
now very metropolitan writer of
plays. George :We's "Cellege Widow"
comes to The Kentucky Friday night.
A New York Production.
Newspapers usually pr:n t advance
notices of shows, assuming as little
responsibility as possible for 'the as-
sertions -therein contained, and, edit-
ing earefuey the copy furnished by
advance agents, so as to eliminate
untruthful statements, as far as lies
In the discrimination or'the dramatic
editors. Advance agents* of road
strews usually content themes-lives
with sending a lot of -stuff, peering
the attraction, to the newspaper, but
Mr. Abrams, representing Kiev; &
Etlanger's production of Spumes "A
Free Lance," In whlash Joe Caw-
thorne and a strong one Is touring,
produced the documents in Pasiuseth
to prove that Kiaw & Erlanger are
!sending out the s,tme cast that ap-
peared at the A met e ream theater in
New York, as far as the principals
are concerned. He showed a program
of the New York theater and pro-
grants of houses in the south. Ills
contnact with the theater calls for
five extra musicians, serried with theshow to augment the bouse orchestra,
end his contract welt the ralineatis
calls far the 'transportation of 60 peo-
ple besitiee the scenery cars and the
men, who travel in them. "A Free
Lance" k the original preepetion. It
will be seen -et The Kentucky Mon-
day night.
George Coltares Wife Granted Ihvorce
New York, Feb. 19.--tEthel Levy
today obtained a verdict from a jury
in the supreme court, (settling her to
a decree of absolute divorce from
George Cohan, the acttsr and play-
wright. Miss Levy was the only wit-
ness examined before the in hut
her testimony was corroborated by
depositions. made by several actors,
alto were members of Cohan's com-
pany last treason. These depositionstole of iota eireemerancee upon whichMies Levy based her action. The suit
!teller sail unoppoted.
"Papa's Boy."
- "PaPIns the attraction billed
to appear here next Thursdey night.
Is claimed to be somewhat out of the
ordinery and ist largely composed of
pretty girls who have net only good
looks to recommend them. butt an
abundance of talent. The comedians
-are said to be funny and clean In
their methods. The music is bright
and tuneful and contains elements
of popalitrity, while the specialties
introdured are of the clan tbat ap-
peal to the Majority.
s...ssseggass
CUT FLOWERS.
Choice Carnations, per dos. .... Get
Rows, best grade per dos. ..
Romail lieacintlut, white, per doz. VIt
A eholce lot of Azaleas in any
color, just beginning to bloom.
Dutch Hyacinths in pots: alai
Serenely; in bud, nice for blooinlas
iiitfaore.
Free delivery to any part of the
city.
FICIIV1Ind TIROS •
Roth phones. 192.
/
NEWS OF KENTUCKY I
President Send s Check for $200.
Middlesboro, Ky., Feb. 19.—Miss,
Emily Winters, matron of the Grace,
Nettleton 'Memorial School and Or-
phans' Horne, at Cumberland Gale
Tenn , is in receipt of a hitter from
President Roosevelt commending the
work of 'that institution and inelosing
a check for $2011. The preset:bent
stated in his letter that the gift was
from an "unknown, friend." Mrs.
Roosevelt, in her younger day*, was
a student of Miss Winters.
Injured on Honeyinoon.
St.. Augustine, Fla., Feb. 19.---In-
formation was received here today
that Tbomas L. Jefferson, Jr., of
who is at the Clarendon
hotel at Seabreepe spending his honey
moon, had fallen from a third-story
window of the hotel, but that he sytts
not dangerously In It is said
that when Mr. Jefferson came
Florida he was not in the beet
health. No further particulars
the accident were received here.
to
of
of
Company "I" Will Be Re-Instated.
May field , K y., Feb. 1 ?. —T he local
military compdny designated ae Corn-
p --- r,' 1-nr PresTeible be -reinstated
J.. Herman ,Thetwell, the former cap-
tain of the company, has received a
letter from Adiataneenelleatelf.
Lawrence stating that 111119orkkbbett
Barry would be here in a few days to
make an ineeetigtion of the tuatter
and if deemed advisable, •would order
the company reinstated. ,
To Succeed Hickman,
Owensboro, ley., Feb, 19.—The
Democratic committee of the senator-
ial district composed of the coentlee
of Daviess and Melean, will meet- at
the Rudd House In Cevensbcro at I
o'clock Monday afternoea for the pur-
pose of fixing the time, manner and
place for selecting a successor to the
late Senator George W. Hickman, of
McLean county. The Hon. Honey G.
Overstreet, of Melees county, is the
on-ly announced candidate.
Willson Is Candidate.
Louisville, Feb. p.—lt is no long-
er in doubt that Augustus E. 'Wesson,
the well known lawyer of Touisvile,
will be a candidate for the Reptib14-
can nomination for governor. His
formal announcement for the office
will, In all probability, be made whe-
lp the next faw days. MT. Wileson,
althougir refusing to commit himself
absolutely at his home yesterday af-
ternoon, intimated that such wash's
Intention. He thinks he has been a
fainhful worker in the ranks of his
party in Kentucky long enough to
merit porn* recognition and he feels
that it is the wish of hl s friends
throughout the state that he make
the race. ,
After Fake Advertiser.
Fulton, Ky., Fee. S. sAll-
liams, business manager of the Lead-
er, left Siinstay night for Carson, Nev.,
where he goes to appear against a
man charged with fraudulent use of
the U. S. mail. By means of "fake"
advertieemente heeled in newspapers
in tills section of the state the prison-
er is alleged to have secured a large
amount of money. Through Inform-
ation furnished 'by the Leader post-
office inspectors have placed the marl
under arrest. His trial is to come up
on or about February 27th and Mr.
Williams wee summoned ti appear
against him,,. It is quite a long ere)
to take for the perpdee of appearing
as a witness, but believing the man
should be punished, Mr. Williams
undertakes it cheerfully.
Old Slander Suit Revived.
The .ccurt of spesseakeiftsperredat
opinion in a came lama ir reek front
Graves cpunty that' will be of more
than passing leterest. In 1901 Mem
Lula Berrylvill brought suit against
Leonard. Holland, both young peep.*
of the Water Valley section, for slan-
der and defamation of character. As
soon as the stet was Wed )011131; Hel-
fand left for the Philippine war, and
when the (-Axe came up In the Graves
county circuit court there was no de-
fense made and the young lady se-
cured ladir,Luent atoalust him for 15,-
000. He hod no property so. of
course, the judgment was not setts-
fled, but while -he was in the Philip-
pine war his father, Mr. George Flo--
kind, died anti left a small estate,
part of which' went to his son Ifecrnaral
Holland. 'the attorneys for the young
lady, W. 11. Fleeter and T. L. Wallace,
at once levied on tire land and had it
Food and was bought in by the attor-
ney T. L. Wallace. In the meantime
he returned from the war und em-
ployed W. J. 'Webb as his attorney
mid set up the plea before Circuit
Judge Bugg that at the time its Judie
ment Walro rendered he wits a minor
affil not 0?? age.
Ape court set aside the judginc,nt
ear the attorneys for the ola:ntiff
carried it. caste to the court of ap-
peals where It Wass remained eatil a
few airtes asph, when the court derloks1
in favor Of the defersdent and remand-
ed-the ease -back to the Graves circuit
court for a, new trial, allowing young
110hleaSs4 to Me Ma -answer to the
DOCTOR'S ALL AGREE
THIS TIME.
The most eminent writers on Materiel Medica, whose works are &moulted as
authorities and guides in prescribing by physieians of all the different schools of
practice, extol, in the most positive terms, the curative virtues of each and
every ingredient entering into Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Diecevery. In fact
it is the only medicine, put up for sale through druggists for the cure of all dis-
eases of the mucous surfaces, as nasal catarrh, throat, laryngeaCand bronchial
affections attended by lingering, or hang-on-coughs that has any such professional
end ,rsent ent -worth more than any amount of lay or-non-professional testimonials.
Do not expect too uch from the use of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-
covery. It will not w miracles. It will not cure consumption in its ad-
attack of acute ugh,
vanced stages. No dicine N r is the "Discovery" so good for a sudden
Sc-
corn. v n rrhal t ro t I
for the in erin ,.obstinate,ft hatia-on-coultba, 
a Tel a '
efficaciou aces accompained with wasting of flesh, night-sweats,
wea s r digestion with faulty assimilation, and which, if neg-
lect'' o .adiy tree d are apt to lead to consumption, the "Discovery" has
pro wonderfully successful in effecting cures.
Besides curing all the above distressing ' ""en compiled from numerous standardailments, the "Golden Medical Discovery" alical works, of all the different schoolsIR s • c for all 'uses of the mu c. s oh practice, contain very numerousme ea, __Ca rr 
edy if its use be persevered in. In Chronic eines. One of ese litt boo will be
leadingDA,* RAM . „14  practitioners of 1111 't. •
extracts from the r tin
in aine,e
61..11 9 
o ven s u cerative strongest possible MI, e c 11° ria s leinvI.
r
to this sovereign rem- ingredient conta' ed in 0 Pier'
Catarrh of the Nasal passages, It, is well, mailed free to ny one lag address onwhile taking the "Golden Medical Dis- postal card . it, letter. Dr. R.V. Pierce,covery " for the necessary constitutionalB uffalo. N 
. 
.. and • . ,esting the same.treatment, to cleanse the passages freely From th I ttie book It will be learnedtwo or three times a day with . Sag
of treatment generally cures the worst pots 
e' m dicines contain noCatarrh Remedy. This thorough course 
that I
cases, he 
rcot , ere agents or otherakoh
If you have bitter or bad taste in the roe if great 
vinajluer,i.ous agents and that
made from native, medicinal
morning, poor or variable appetite, coated Some of the most valuable ingredientstongue, foul breath, constipated or irreg- contained In pr. Pierces Favorite Pre-ular bowele feel 'weekeeakfly tired; des- aertption for weak, nervous. over-worked,pendent, frequent headaches, pain or die- "run-down." nervous and debilitatedtress in "mall of back," gnawing or women, were employed, keg years ago,distressed feeling in stomach, perhaps by the Indians for similar aliments affeet-pauses, bitter or sour "risings" in throat lug their squaws. In fact, one of theliter eating, and kindred symptoms of most ealuable medicinal plants enteringweak stomach and torpid liver, no medi- into tbe composition of Dr. Pierce's Fa-rifle will relieve you more promptly or vorito Prescription was known to thecure you more permanently titan Doctor Indians as "Squaw-Weed." Our kneel-Pierces Golden Medical Discovery. Per- edge of the noes of not a few of our mosthapo only a part of the above symptoms valuable native, medicinal pleats waswill he present at one time and est point gained from the Indiana.W -torpid liver or biliousness and weak As made up by improved and exact pro-stomach. Avoid all hot bread and bis- eesses. the "Favorite Prescription" Is acults. griddle cakes and other indigestible most efficient remedy for healing ukera-food and take the "Golden Medical Ills- eons, regulating all the womanly tune-corrry " regularly and stick to its use Lions, correeting displacements, as prolap-untoiluL myoivapirerei vi=scaa nd bste adromn g u. e sums. anteverston and retroversion, over-
i 
pnre coming painful periods, toning.up theby use of D'sre.nPriiehrceseisanGdoldpentri
Irtfileetslitelaiel of health. eold by all dealers in medicines.
nerves and bringing about a perfect state
blood thereby curing. pimples, blotches, It's art Insult to your Intelligestce for aeruptions and other cutaneous affections, dealer to endeavor to palm off upon youas eczema. totter, or saltehenm, hives and some nostrum of unknown rompeettimu inother manifestations of impure blood, place of Dr. Pierce's world-famed medl-In the cure of scrofulous swellings, en- cities which are OF KNOWN CoalPONI-larged glands, open eating ulcers, or old TION. Most dealers recommend Dr.sores, the "Golden Medical Discovery • has Pierce's medicines because they knowperformed the most marvelous cures. In what they are made of and that the in-eases of old sores, or open eating ulcers, gredients employed are among the mostit is well to apply to the open sores Dr. valuable that s, medicine for like purposesPierce's All-llealing Salve. which Peg" can be made of. The same is true of lead-stases wonderful healing potency when Ing physicIens who do not hesitate toused as an application to tie:sabres in con- recommend these medicines, since theyetnction with the use of "Golden Medical know exactly what they contain and thatDiscevery "as a blood cleansing &mate their Ingredients are the very best knowntuitional treatment. If your drugeist to Medical science for the cure of thedon't happen to have the "All-Healing seeeral diseases for which they are reo-Salve " in stock, you can easily procure it ommendm. .
by enclosing fifty-four cents in pottage 
With tricky dealers it is different.stamps to Dr. R. V. Pierce. eall Main St.,Buffalo. N. Y.. and it will come to you by Something else that pays them a littlereturn post. Most druggists keep it as greater profit will he urged upon you aswe;1 as the "Golden Medical Discovery.' *just as good,- or even better. You canNot only does the wrapper of every hardly afford to accept a substitute ofbottle of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dl.- 'unknown composition and without anycovery, the famous medicine for weak particular record of cures in place of Dr.stomach. torpid liver or biliousness and Pierce's medicines which are OF NOT.'Nall catarrhal diseases' wherever located, coKPOSITION and have a record o !gayhave pi into(' upon it. In plain English, a years q cures behind them. You Lnowfull and oompleto list of all the Ingrede what you want and It is the dealer's hurl.ants composing It, but a small book has ness to supply that want. Insist upon tt,
11.•••••--
elle" 
W. F. Paxton,
President.
R. Rudy, P. Peryeer
Cashier. Assistant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Incorporated
Capital   $100,000
Surplus  .. .  50,000
Stockholders liability   100,000
Total security to depositors $250,000
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits 
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 OCLOCK.
Third and Broadway
Lyon's Periodical Drops
Strictly vegetable, perfectly harmless. Greatest known !emote remedy.
CAUTION of eonnterfeits and imstationv The genuine is MI( up only in paste. ,ard Cdr•
f301.1) BY ALVEY & LIST.
ton with fae-simile signature on side of the bottle. thus •Send for Circular to WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Sole Agents. Cleveland, Ohio.
C.
AC LOONY GUSOULD SEE ME
NOW
A Heavy Tire for Heavy Riders.
Sold exclusively and guaranteed by
S. E. MITCHELL, 326-328 SouthThird Street.
•
,
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN. run Trruric
TUTTLE IS NAMED
FROM FIFTH WARD
Takes His Seat In Board of
Councilmen
Mayor Velser Sees Big Boys elonop-
alizIng Sidewalks on Holler
Skates.
IfOST1.1' ROUTINE Ill'AINF.SS
Routine business occupied the
boaite of councilmen last night. The
meeting was called to order at 7:30
o'clock and at 9 o'clock adjourned.
Eugene Tuttle was brought into
the council chamber prior to the call
to order by Mayor D. A. Yeiser atel
introduced to members of the board
as the successor to Councilman Geo.'
W. Shelton, of the Fifth ward. re-!
signed. He was escorted to his seat
and answered to the roll call.
Councilmen Flournoy and Herzog
were absent.
The minutes of the last regular
meeting were adopted.
President Lindsey appointed Coun-
cilman Tuttle chairman of the relief
committee; also a member of the
cemetery and enrollment commit-
tees.
The resignation of Councilman G.
W. Shelon,.and Mayor Yeiser's ap-
pointment of Eugene Tuttle were
flied. .1 Chicago, Feb. 19—Denouncing the possible. He said there is absolute
A petition for improvtng North system of herding bad boys together need in Chicago for a school of this
This ra the basis of the agreement
be:ween President Roosevelt, Secre-
tary Root, Mayor Rehmitz and the affect the performance of their duty
I San Francisco school board as an ad- or the company's due; to the !tuber.
liustment of the anti-Japanese agelThe alleged ateeeleanee of g rah uities
,tation brought about by the segrega- i by employee of the company was elsoI lion of Japanese children in tee inquired into by the committee.schools of San Francisco. I As a result of Its examination of
/
----.---.------...---....---- resolution last October providing 
forlwhoee under to any sulsercentete could
Dig every officer of the several corn-
dueled 
officers and employes, inelud-
wtexee indivietral action or
: The agreement means that the
schools of San Francisco will be con-t
ct in the same manner as before:Pa1 ie3
the board of education adopted a
teeffect any dIecrinaination, the corn-
segregation of tee Japanese, except I mittee reports it found thet 26e had
intereets in coal or otter corpora-that adult Japanese who are in prei
tions or firms or with individuals.mary grades must continue to attend!
leVith, the exception of fifteen all ofOriental whole's and that Japaneee
t tinder G years of ago will these had tacqu:red their Interests by
type, sufficient to accommodate in children r  1 • •
Thirteenth street to Terrell street, in one building. Judge Julein W. I • - •cottages, from 300 to 400 boys. He be admitted to classes with white,purebta.se. The fifteen admitted that:
was referred. . 'Mack of the juvenile court in an ad-I said the expenditure of the money children of their own ages. !they had received gifts of shares or
A petition for sidewalks and curbs dress before the Iroquois club yes-needed would prove to he economy t' While the resalution of the school S inters:es in vereous corporati-on.. and
on Nineteenth street from Broadway' 1terday advocated the abolishment of in the end, as it would result in the board, as amended, reads hchildren ;their names ese.e been reported to
to the efayliell road, was referred
with instructiens to bring in an ordi- the presidents of the severa•I railroad
John Worthy school. making of useful citizens out of of alien birth," it Is freely admitted:
,
nance for the Improvement. 
1 He declared all schools for delin-'scores of boys who never can be "re- by Mayer Schmitz and his associates companies for appropriate action.
Vo
.quents in which the boys are housed formed" in institutions of the John ;that the resolution will app:y only indicatin of Officers.
The board of directors of the Home 
under the same roof have seen their Worthy school type. to Japanese children and that the On the whole the report elediestee;
of the en lss asked for anin-
creased allowe day and urged his hearers to worknce from the city. The
expenses are growing heart 
for the erection of a large and thor-er and
only $150 per Month Is asked.
,
The 
oughly modern farm school for de-
its
COMMON SENSE IS THE
KEYNOTE OF THE CAMPAIGN
AGAINST CONSUMPTION
"Good food, fresh air and rest; keep your St indows open. tt inter
and summer."
No we are told by the great scientists, who are certainly doing
wonders in reducing the death rate from Tube's-Irks:M. Thy also
warn UN not to neglect A cold or cough, and it is  t important
that this advice be followed. While the rough or cold may not bring
consumption, it is better to be OH the Mile side and take no chances.
Here is a %Jamie remedy that wi:1 break up a cold in twenty-four
hours and cure any cough that be curable; Gip-mine, two ounce's;
Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure), one half ounce; good Whisky, a half
pint. Shake well and use in teaspoonful theses every tour hours.
The ingredients can be secured from any good prescription druggist
at small cost, but must be pure to effect the desired results. For
this reason, It is always best to purchase the ingredients separately
and prepare the mixture at home,
Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure) should he unreformed only in tlw
original half-ounce vials, put tio for druggists to dispense. Each
vial is enclosed in a round wooden ease, with engraved wrapper,
with the nanue.--Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure), guaranteed under the
Food and Drug Act of June 2101h, 1900, serial number 4:51, prepared
only by Leach diemicati tece, Cincinnati, Ohio—plainly printed
thereon. There are many rank imitations of Virgin oil of Pine
(Pure), which are put out under similar name and style of package.
Never accept these as a substitute' for the Pure Virgin Oil of Pine,
as they will invariably produce nausea and never effect the desired
result. It is a:nays well to remember that the object of an imitator
is to deceive.
Cottage Plan
matter was referred to the finance
Judge Mack mid that a huge school quents. The boys are housed in one! Mayor Schmitz and his aseociates!interests
committee to report back.
;for delinquents, built In the country building. The younger boys are com-lhave received several hundred tele- i'lleta'n1::e
A petition from the Paducah chap-
on the :cottage plan, would come near pelled to associate with the older grams today congratulating them on
ter, D. A. R., finking that the city as-
er to solving the problem of making ones. The Worthy school should be the satisfactory results of their ne-
b I I 
JAB ADmaTED
TO CITY SCHOOLS
Only Age Limit to be Fixed in
Primary Ilepar)ment
Basis of Agteenient Bet ween Mn
Francisco School Board aml
President.
C001.1 F:S ‘VTLT. ra: KEPT Oirf
For Bad Boys
PENNSY
EXONERATED BY REPtHIT OF
I\VESTIGATING aloNamarri:a:.
Sithough 2416 Officials Own contigu-
ous coal MimicStock, Must of
TIS•111 !knight it.
New York, Feb. l9.—"A mistaken
public opinion. misinformed as Co the
faces beeatise of the publication of
portions and not the whole of the
testimony of tee witnesaes befall the
interreette commerce commission, and,
therefore, !seeing Its conclusions neon
insufficient premises, has done grave
injustice to the whole service of the
Pennsylvania Hull road company."
This, in brief, is the report of the
special committee appointed by the
Washiagton, Feb. 19.--Japanese
children are to be admitted to the
white schools of Sau Francisco under
certain restrictions; skilled •and un-
skilled laborers coining from Japan
are to be barred from the mainland board of directoric of the :Pennsylva-
of the United States and American la-,1113- Raikca41 (4/13"1" nearlyty ”IL.•borers, skieed and unskilled, are te,•ago to examine into the facts connect-
be excluded from Japan. ed with the acquisition -and owner-
ship by officers and employes of the
company the holding of which could
citizens of incorrigible lads than any-talus in different parts of the city,
thing else.was referred to the finance commit. 
He advocated the erection of suchtee,
a school by the city, at an estimatedCity Engineer L. A. Washington
cost, of $500,000, taying the move-was granted a 10 den' leave of ab-
-meat in this direction shod be be-genre the latter part of February or
gun at once In order that the aban-in early March to visit his father in
donment of the John Worthy settee!Virginia
. s ' ' ?fele' trentireefellteititiffrt "eettreseentMayor Yeiser declared that roller 
skating on city streets is getting to $3,480, was received and filed, andhe a nuisance since boys of all colors the amounts allowed.and ages have lately monopolized the Ordinances.pavements in many portions of the Ordinance for grading and gravel-city. Mayor Yelser suggested some ing Paxton st:eet from Boone streetaction towards abating the nnisance,
and the ordinance committee was in-
structed to bring In an ordinance
prohibiting skating In certain parts
of the city.
"I would do nothing to prevent
pleasure and sport for tile little fel-
lows" Mayor Telmer declared, "but
this skating on city pavements has
gotten so had that pedestrians bare
eThe John %Aiortes school," he.i change In wording was to make 'tithe officers and emplopes of •the Penn-sa d yeniasystem. It Is Pound that in
"Is totally Inadequate for the ! plain to the Tokio government thatecare of the large number of boys who no dissemination was intended the development of the company be-must be sent to a school for lelin- l agaInst Japanese children. itween the years 1899 and 1907 the
of the stockholders in ever>
bare been properly safe-i
abandoned, add the city should build gotiattons with the president. Otherin the country ft large school on the telegrams were -received criticising
cottage plan for delinquents. • the mayor and the school board, de-
"An institution of this type comes rearing that the exclusion amendmentas near as possible to giving the boy in the immigrant bill as passed by
home life The lads of different ages the house today is unsatisfactory to
are housed in small groups in simply the people of the Pacific ervast states.
constructed, simply furnished cot-
eeleg'in charge of a' matron."
to Little avenue, and to the city lim-
its. First reading. The streets are in
LittlesvIlle near the union passenger
station.
Ordinance for six foot sidewalks
on Fountain aveeue from Broadway
to Jefferson streets. First readiag.
Ordinance for the ortglnal con-
structien of Nineteenth street from
Broadway to Guthrie -Avenue anato leave the sidewalk in portions of Guthrie avenue to the Mayfield roaa.the city because skaters will not give First reading.'them room. This is especially true atl Ordinance for sidewalks on FarlesSeventh street and Broadway during , Place in Mechanicsberg. First read-certain parts of the day. Recently r'ing.
saw two big negroes old enough to 1 •
Ordinence prohibiting the blowingbe earning a living on skates."
of Mayor Yeiser's suggestion is steam whistles in factories,, and —To buy an established business.,to,
confine skating to certain localities all elan of Inenstelee i's the city huh- capable of expansion, is to eliminate
end to children of a certain age. Lit- its longer titan in seconds each blast the "hard years" required to build up
tie fellows be says, are not so Inte•h 
with ten seconds Intermission, ex-
a nuisance but boys two-thirds cept in casen of emergency. The pen-
grown have taken to the sport and
'alts' is a fine of $10 for each offense.-
do not seem as considerate as the litThe ordinance exempts locomotivese
'and steamboals In active °per:Viet.tle fellow. The council will adopt
the ordinance as soon as the commit Councilman Al Foreman's motion-
tee drafts R. to insert a clause prohibiting dogs
Finance Report. from barking after .10 o'clock was'
The joint finance cdmmittee's declared out of order. Ordinance lost.re- i
Liquor License.port of bills and salary, amounting tel
William P'ewart, 105 South Sec-
lone' street, granted a retail liquor le 
I
cense.I e-
John Goliglitle, block 25 in union
station vicinity, license refuted.
John Griffin, 124 Kentucky are
nue, license geanted.
The railroad, telephone and tee
graph committee flied a report of nl-e
leged defective car service on South
Sixth street saying that an unavoida-
ble accident was responsible but that
the company **reed at once improvet
the service.
Several, deeds and transfers of lots,
in Oak Grove cemetery were ratified.1
Chairman Williamson of the ceme-;
tery hotnnettee, slated about all.
space in the cohered department at!
Oak Grove cemetery was utilizeeetnd
suggested new cemetery ground be
staked off. Referred.
Councilman Crandle stated that re
woman suggested to him that tee;
curfew law be repealed and adopted
under a different form ao as to In-
(Suite girls. The poke were instruct:
ed to enforce the curfew law rigidly..
John Golightly was refunded mon-
ey Med wee his application for
eieloon• liesessee. .
lin•res Central at that locality.
en ordinance for paving Boyd
street from Sixth etreet to Seventh
street, was ordered drafted.
Clerk Bailey was allowed $75 for
extra help in making out city tax
On motion the board adjourned.
\TWICE TO 'INVESTORS.
If you are in the market for real
estate, watch our offers from time to
time in the Want Columns. We have
a list of choice property and close at-
tention to our advertised holdings
will he worth your while. If you do
not see what you want in our wirer-
Heed list, inquire at the office Or call
Telephone 127. H. C. Hotline, Real
Estate, Trucheart Bldg.
Dunlap&Co.
Spring Hats
Simultaneously- with
every city in the Union
the Dunlap fiats for
Spring 1907 are nwition
display in Paducah.
There's a general feel-
ing for lightness in all
styles this season;
smaller crowns, flatter
brims, with less curl.
Our display is com-
plete. Sole agents.
t-• •
'Defective' eel rood crottslegs et
Ninth and Boyd 4.1..eeets were referred
ter lintnediate retention: alio rel.-gee ,
railroad track grades on the II-
I:
an enterprise The business oppor-
tunity acts, will interest yoi—if this
subject does.
[(argon
• And
Virgin Oil
of Pine
(Pure)
—AT—
Gilbert's Drug
Store
4Ih and Broadway
These prescriptions,
as well as all others,
carefully -compound-
ed by registered
druggists.
"Won by a short head."
0610011*140X4(2*6.098410496910668
1 NEIGH1101tFlOOD NEWS.rorscoppreiriAressaaseemaararor
Miss Bonnie Pierce entertalned a
nutuber of 'friends at a valentine
party Thuraday night, February 14,
In honor of Mr. A. F. Miles. of Padu-
cah!, and Miss Loula May Ghol-
son of the neighborhood. The deco-
rations were of green and red. The
,center table on whieh the valentines
were placed was effectively
,desigued in green, red and,
,white, Mr. Arthur Gish called the
!names, Mr. Roscoe Jett read the
iverses, which created much fun. Tie
valentines were delivered by Misses
Rex and Vay Gholson, Messrs. Frank
,Gholson and Neville Webb. The
•married people of the neighborhood1
tenjoyed and received many valen-
;tinier. Mr. Miles end daughter started1
f from Paducah at 6:30 o'clock, but on
laceount of Mr. Miles being so heave-
ns ladened with valentines were forc-
ed to stop at the office of Dr. G. A.
'Hatnlett to rest his horse, and was
,•tecornpanled from there by Dr. Ham-
I
lett, They arrived at the party about
5:311.
Several of the yonng people spent
the night with Wits Pierce and at-
,tetriled the closing exercises of Mere
'Pattie Chambers school tit .Milan.
•All the piecess were trend and machi •enjoyed by those present. 
111111111.1.11.111/. 1 The Jett hand furnished musk Mr
the evept. The;re was much applause
'and -several good talks were made.
lled.' Gholion tussle a Alert 011
!
i ce* ti ;tames to he more fetes
lie big' the' schools and in try ing
to In thee- shiellren as well as the
i tatiAtir.
1 
.
1111abscrIbe for The Son,
guarded.
wyricE.
Owners of property east of 13111
street, south of Clay and north of,
Adams, having houses of four or five •
room.: ma) find a ready purchaeer fee
such property by Veep' ing number
127. 11. C. Hollins, Truelueirt Beig.
—Place your orders for wedding,
Invitations at home. The Sun shows
as great an assortment as you find
any-where at prises muce lower than
70u pay eleewhere.
AL,BAKINGPOWDER
Makes delicious hot biscuit,
griddle cakes, rolls and muffins.
An absolutely pure, cream of tartar powder.
ROYAL. BAK IN. POWDER 00., NEW YORK.
 INCIMITYMELZSCUMINEMMIIP AZ&
ENO
In "'flee Woman Hater," at The Iseretuetke Wesineeday night.
TO LET.
Several superior officels: JT1 second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator dnd modern
ssnitary .arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American-German National Bank
227 Broadway
Our Big Remodeling Sale
Is now going on and will continue for ten days. We
are going,to repair our house from top to bottom, and
have too many goods we will have to move, and to
move them quick will cut the price on everything in
the house 10 to 30 Per Cent.
Don't fail to come early and get choice before the assortment
is broken. Remember, TEN DAYS ONLY,
fo•
..-11.1.,tetnow
•
Double Plate-Mei like cut ak
%%eat liered fimeimeli. worth 11 7 98conly .50 t) be Fold .—...—
100
ROLLS
China and Jap Mat-
ting bought before
the advance, and WP
are going to give our
patrons the benefit of
our early purchase.
1907 patterns in Folding Carts,
the latest styI,s and finishes Cart
like out. rithber
tire S1198
WAVES & SONS
416 BR ADWAV
NMEImmloi.
LIM P P SIA CURE:. ill,P,OPNI 2's 10.•• th• lily or It cli WI. fa 50DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT1.1019,••12 ,}51.1 'NI LA tell A.F.001s.a P-virrur 1: c:uulr.A.z4v. ‘111,4-Ate0. ELL.SOLD LANG BROS.
`A•
"aa ears:.
11414111- POCK • THE PADITCATI EVENING SUN
the Vabucah Sun.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
INCORPORATED
F. M. FISHER, Presides&
IL P. PAXTON, General leanager.
NEESCRIPTION HATENt
(Entered at the postoffice at Peevish.
Ky.. as second class mattes.s
TB U DAILY sue
By carrier, per week -c•-•14
By mall, per month, in advance .25
By mall, per year, in advance... 2.110
THE WEEKLY SUN
PK year, by mall, postage paid... 111.00
Address TUX' SUN, Paducah. Xy.
013 lee 111 South Third. Plumes Sal
Pares young. cameos sad new
fork representatives.
THE SUN can be found at this &IRON-
Is places:
R. D. Clements & ON.
Van Culin Bros.
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm's.
144E1001 
ITINDAY, FEBRUARY 19.
Total  
Iterates  
Average for
Average; 91% January, 1906 . . .3713
PersonallY appeared before me,
this Feb. 1. 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
ftrms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Jan., 1907, is true to the
bast of he knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR, •
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22, 1908.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
January, 1907.
 3882  3808
2 3878 17 3874
a 3890 18 3899
4 3891 19 3898
5 3897 21 3890
7 3875 22 3877
8 3873 23 3844
9 -1854 24 3e82
10 3901 25 3804
11 3837 26 3846
12 ..... c..3826 28   4299
14 3826 29 4239
16 38-08 30 4107
31 4107
105,612
199
January, 191)7... .3912
Daily Thought.
'Young America has' a chance ev-
ery day.-
UN N EIGHBOB
One has to go awry from home to
hear the newra Listen to the May-
field 11 siesenger:
Paducah need not make any
claims that the lid Is on there of
eguiadayet The re- -5 ere fifty or
sixty peop1e went from here
Sunday arol quite a number came
back intoxicated, seversl of whom
very muel
It is estimated that at least 25
gallons of whisky wee brought
here SoneaY evening, on the two
lat. trains, in valieese, stet cases,
etc.
Opel saloons in Paducah on
Sunday makes it very dIsagree-
ab:e on ell of the ingoing and
outgoing trains for the people
generally who ride on them. It
would be a great blessing to the
people in all:of tnis section of
the country, who look upon Pa-
ducah as a home city. if the au-
thorities wouid Nose the saloons
there on Sunday.
What right has the editor of the
Messenger to draw any such linear:
ranted eoncluaions from mere observ-
ation' There ai no l'enday selling
in Pachroab. WP have ofilcel author-
ity for this assertion. One might as
well eoncitee that aecause a rot en
was raided awl- a poker table was
confisoated, that there is gambling
going cm In iNsdueeh. There were
no more arrests and taere wiil be no
more arrets. The fltea,ing of the ta-
ble is oral- circometantiel evidente,
not demonetratien. The table might
have been used 'ter tittribety-wthte.
So, th.4 flare fart that fifty men erne
to Padiscah. Sunday and returned to
iMayfield drunk eat 25 gallons of
whisky in 11144r poesession, does 'tot
prove that whielky is wild in Padirtah
on the Sebtrith. They might have
got It in Mayfle:d and carried it here
to dereate authwities of their
Cbome thee. They might have boight
It at-one of the numerous reocer's at
Doe,. or lit ;wry 0.-oye. You see, lee
unjust a.nd nni:Ind to draw concilia-
tion., from atieh Weeder evidence. The
men mirlal have been etrieicen with
blind stsgrceie or some other ewful
malady. Of ronrse, we know. it
looks mighty had; but—it's—it's un-
neighbotly, that's it is.
Sorretaiy Tafee new military bild
premises 145 eliminate Dime of ne se-
rious objections to the volunteer or-
ganisat14,n rharpty 4...fined by the
short struggle with Seale the Mee-
etetsce Wrath' oflieere and the po-
altleally crested martinets. The vol-
unteer army to be raised according to
the terms of 'the bill will be wbolla
undy tertria f the United States
governtreet and dietinet from the
.regnher eery and the tittle milltkt.
It air l• made up by states In pro-
portion to the' Opniation, b nisoy
of the (Ifni*** will bp of tee regular
eteleletheent end the pick of the
geese tfs. The government of the
volunteers wil; be singlar to that of
the regulate. The Mtimeftla ela-1 be
numbered and designated as United
States vt.I.Int.aers, and stew linc:.4
• still further be blotted out. It
.s a good measure.
• "You never mass the water, till the
well rues dry.' Few people realize
what a place the d.ai:y newspaper has
made for itself in the 'Ste of the city
man, until they are deprived of it for
24 hours, during a visit in the coun-
try or in travel. In Butte, Montana.
the peoele have been deprived of tha
mewapa.pers for four days, on account
of a strike of pressmen The out-of-
town dative have trebled their ordera
for Butte, but the supply was exhaust-
ed in a few minutes and the papers
went at a premium of $1 apiece. In
barber shops, restaurants and other
public places, the lucky possessor of
• eewsoaper is prevailed upon to read
it aloud. Butte will appreciate her
newspapers when the eitrake is set-
tled.
Just ten years ago this month, the
head of Pearl Bryan, murdered -by
Jackson and \Yelling, two Cincinnati
mediae students, was cut off and
buried In Kentucky. The men were
proven guilty and hanged. The Ohio
river was dragged for the missing
head, and every conceivable place was
/searched in vain, until a road contrac-
tor dug it up yesterday. The discov-
ery recalls one of those hideous
crimes that appai a nation.
An observant member of .Rooke-
feller's Sunday school class inquires,
Why is it that the families of the
ewe; baroos are so worldly and three
of the Standard Oil men so pious'
The rest of us are More anxious to
knew which are the worst.
When a steamship collision -occurs,
It is magnificent In the number of
lives sacrificed to make the spectacle;
-but the eatiaroade manage tx) make up
their quota by greater frequency
Now, it begins to look as though
the mikado would have to use the big
stick on the Tokio press.
MR. ROCKEFELLER'S WIG.
John D. Rockefeller is going It
pretty strong these days. No sooner
is It announced that a great part of
his $32.00-0,000 gift to education is
to be used for the advancement of
women than the news Is flashed
across the Atlantic cable that the bil-
lionaire has a new wig.
But that isn't all—the new wig is
made from the hair of a woman.
"The beautiful soft gray hair of a
woman once Pronlinent. in society."
volunteers the Parisian expert who
manufactured the thatch for the
head which contains information so
eagerly sought by Mr. Hadley of Mis-
souri.
Hair for wigs comes from many
sources, so says Monsieur Andre Au-
tard, who has waxed and grown fat
In purse by fll:ing the orders of fas-
tidious Americans. The hair of pris-
oners is cut off and sold, the clip-
pings from the heads of criminals are
often employed. None of that for
Mr. Rockefeller.
No, Mr. Rockefeller has the price
for the finest, so he gets the finest.
The color is right, the length of the
locks suits exactly, and the weight of
the wig is but 20 grammes. The
American nation can rest easy, with
these details settled—firm in the con-
viction that its oil king stands in no
danger of catching cold.
The cable, however, has omitted
one essential particular-- where Is
the wig parted? Surely not in the
middle.—St. Louis Republic.
$00,000 DIAMOND THEFT.
Houston Firm Robbed of Gems in
Broad Daylight.
Houston, Tex., Feb. 19.—Through
the bold act of a stranger, the J. J.
Sweeney Jewelry compere of this
cit.) lost between 950.000 and 960,
000, worth of loose diamonds and mit
to late hour today no progress to-
ward their recovery had been re-
ported. About 10 o'clock this morn-
ing an unknown man entered the
store and asked to have an unmonnt-
et) diamond, which he had, matched
in order to have both mounted for
ear rings.
A box of loose stones was produc-
ed by the clerk and they went
through them, trying-to select • 'sat-
isfactory stone. The estranger did not
appisar to be satisfied and said he
would send his wife around in the
afternoon. He left the store, and, as
the clerk supposed, the box of dia-
monds was returned to the safe.
There was occasion to take the box
from the safe again In the afternoon,
and it was then discovered that the
box that has been returned contain-
ed only tissue paper Instead of the
valuable jewels.
Two Recruits Accepted.
Lieut. Clyde B. Cutsan accepted
two men recruited am Sergeant
Blake, this morning. They are Henry
J. Braybox 1313 Atkins avenne...Pa-
durah, and Benjimin Hughes, of
Evansville. Both will go to the In-
'entry and will join regiments or-
dered to the -Philippine Wands for
service. V.Ilalin-90•10111issilli1p-eir'elliesoltetv!iitell'alsee,ggsagampegpaegeb,4
•
WILLIAMS NOT PERTUBED.
House Leader Complacently Hears
DeArmund's Entry. '
Washdugton, D. c, Yelp. 19.—John
Sharp Williams, Democratic leader
in the how*, was not in the :east per-
turbed this morning when he read the
official announcement of Representa-
tive DeArmonds candidacy for the
minority4 leadership. In fact, thert
was a noticeable absence of enthu-
siasm among the Democrats of the
house generally at the enerance of
the Miaseariau into ,I he Democratic
leadership contest. Although ihe
declined to be interviewed, it was ev-
ident that Mr. William* wed withfib
no alarm the rivalry of . -Missouri
Richmond, and regard the extrav-
agant claims as to the number of
pledged votes to Mr. DeArmond as
another effort to make the opposition
to his re-election appear as forniid-
able as possible.
Pertinent Thoughts on Literature.
Mr. S. H. Clark, of the University
of Chicago whose coming to Paducah
on March 20 under the auspices or
the Woman's club, will be such a dis-
tinct literary event, delivered a se-
ries of six lectures and interpreta-
tive recitals on "The Tragic Ideal"
before the Woman's club of Louis-
ville, at the Galt House. He was,hap-
pily introduced by the Rev. Carter
Helm Jones, of the Broadway Bap-
tist church. AN Mr. Clark'a introduc-
tory lecture the Courier-Journal
says:
"The tendency of the age to get
away from the serious Was the key-
note of Mr. Clark's very interesting
ta:k. He introdueed his subject by
saying that the universal cry from
the banker, the broker, the business
man, the merchant, from everybody,
was 'we have enough tragedy in out
own lives, give us something joyous,
something that ends all right." But
he said it is truth and not 'all right
to a consciousness of things as they
are.- The average reader of today
wants to avoid the strain of thinking,
of sequential thinking, hence the
popularity of the trash that is pub-
lished in such quantities. Moreover,
man does not like to face the prob-
lem of suffering, therefore, he turns
to light literature, which has the
same effect upon has es an intoxicant
—it makes him 4orget. 'We can see
the actual result of the intoxicant,'
continued
formation
DEA iii DAY
Joe Wallei's Funeral.
The body of Joe Wailer, of Fier
ance Station, who died in Tarairkana,
Ark., last week, was buried yeeterda
at F:orence Station.
Emerson Infant.
The infant of Mr. and Mrs. G. T
Emerson, of Little C)preso. died Ye-3-
torday of stomach trouble and was
buried this morning at 10 o'clock in
the family cemetery.
SENSATIONAL TIGHT.
Ed Osborne, of Murray, Beats Up
Will Boyd at Fulton.
Fulton, KY., Feb. 19.—A Fen sa-
tional fight occurred today In front
of the postoffice the belligerents be-
ing Will Boyd, 'of this cite, and Ed
Osborne, a. well known young man of
Murray, -Ky. Family trouble led to
the difficulty. A-bout a month ago
Mr. Boyd married Miss Estee Clan-
ton, a pretty young lady of this city.
A few ideas ago he left his wife and
sent her back to her parents' home.
Today Mr. Osborne, who is a cousin
of Mrs. Boyd, beard of the treatment
-accorded her and came to Fulton to
call the husband. to account. The
two met In front of the Postoffice and
with an imprecation Mr. Osborne at-
tacked Mr. Boyd. After a tahort strug-
gle Osborne hurled Boyd to the
ground and was kicking him on the
head when bystanders interfered.
Osborne says Boad muse leave Ful-
ton or the end is not yet. Be sub-
mitted his case to Judge Carr and was
fined $5 and costs.
Boyd, who holds a responsible Po-
sition in the railroad office here, left
on the morning train for Mayfield,
where he Is now at the home of Ws
father, Dr. Boyd.
Owing to the prominence of all
coaiSerned the teatabie caused quite a
sensation.
HOTEL ARRIVALFl.
Palmer—D, IL. Feltelbaum, New
York; N. N. Campbell, 'Louisville, 31.
B. Cook, .Memphis; M. A. Reich, New
York; A. Alalmaw, Chicago; W.
B. Mills, Louisville; J. A. Hodge,
Hendereon; F. Olayson, Syracuse, N.
speaker, 'hence the Y.; Walker H. Maxwell, Liverpool.,
of temperance societies, Eng.: M. A. Millard, Jackson, -Mich.;
but where are the societies for the W. H. Hunt, South Bend, Ind.; Louis
prevention of the demoralizing. cor_ Pivat, selecago; -R. B. Ruitherford,
rupting effect of trashy literature?' Louisville: A. H. Biases. Louisville:
Mr. Clark spoke in vehement terms C. B. Cumin,
on this Belvedere---W. d). Ingalls, North
Yorkirna, Wash,: G. Mendelsolm,
Nashville; Bruce Corbin, Lexington;
Fred Meyer, Louisville; E. M. Bowyer
Lexington; J. T, Moore, Clover, Va.;
C. K. Chapman, Americus, Ga.; A.
S. Gibson, Atlanta.
New Richmond—W.-C. Simpson,
Louisville; G. F. Batterton, Nast-
rifle; A. H. GriggebY. Charleston,
Me.: M. E. Hackett, Flint, Mich:
George Crawford, -Paris, Tenn.; C.
W. Long, Cxeurnbus; R. H. Garner,
Bay OitY, D.; R. A. Rogers, Hopkins.
ville; J. D. Mosey, Mansfield, Tenn.:
I. J. Harris, Louisville; G. B. Moore,
Johnsonville, Tenn.; A. W. Lee, Chi-
cago; G. R. Greseth.am, Kingsley,
Kane J. W. Dixon, Grand Rivers;
'edy was divine.comedy Thich led oneMorgan Green, McKenzie, Tenn,
through hell and purgatory into•heav-
en."
the
subject and said that he did
not believe the saloon had as perni-
cious an effect as trashy literature
which pretends to be moral. He quot-
ed. Sidney Lanier, who said the world
would be much better off If nine-
tenths of the literature on the market
had remained unpublished. Return-
ing to the subject of tragedy Mr.
Clark said the greet masters of lit-
erature had done their best in trage-
dy, and cited Shakespeare, Goethe.
Corneille and others. He said the
great poets had reached their great-
est flights through tragedy and cited
Dante, Homer, Aeschylus. In tragedy
a soul struggles against eternal laws
and Mr. Clark spoke at length on
Hamlet. In conclusion, he said trag-
FOR SALE OR-RENT.
South Fifth street residence of 18
rooms and two large halls, conveni-
ent to N., C. and St. L. depot, water
on both floors, double front porch.
Price $2000, or rent $20 per month.
H. C. Hollins, Heal Estate, Towhee.,
Building, Telephone 127.
YOU nort'T HIVE To with
Every dose makes you feel better. Las- Pos
keens your whole insides right. Sold on the
money-beck plan everywhere Price be,
Falae Alarm of Fire.
Fire company No. 2 was called to
the King mill in Mechanitssburg at
10 o'clock this morning. Mischierems
boys pulled the Western Union pavate
alarm bell and escaped undetected.
I
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and. its ortegagraphy.
of our campaign will be to direct at-
tention to the history of spelling andI to its principles. We are forcing
those who have never given a thought
to the subject to pay attention to the
growth stud development of English.
This is an indirect benefit of our ac-The Greatest Reductions Ever
Made on !lien's Trousers
In Paducah
•
Trousers that sold up to $3.00, now
Trousers Oust sold up to $5.00, now
Trousers that sold up to $44.50, now
 *1.66
  2.46
quo
In the lots are included blacks and staples, and
every garment is Oita season's product/4—re odd lots,
no mplected lots, no old goods, but Just the
pst terns.
newest
4.S••417 II ILO DiliAlr
111111RAMISIIIR
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rizawrAny IS. it
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a special mailingrate of $2.50, payable in ad-
-vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.
PROFESSORS OF ENGLISH FAVOR
-SHORTER FORMS.
"Nearly all the professed students
of language, nearly all the linguistic
experts are eanged on our side. It
might be said, almost, that the -more
a man knows .about the history or
English and .of, the science of lan-
guage the more likely he is to be in
favor of the progressive simplifica-
tion of spelling that we are advocat-
ing. Prof. Lounsbury, Prof. March,
and Prof, Hemp are original mem-
bers of our board; so are the editors
of the Century, of the Standard, ead
Of Webster's Dicilionaries, and we
are glad to have the sympathy of
Prof. Skeet at Cambridge and of Dr.
Murray and Dr. Bradley at Oxford.
In fact, the only two philologists who
have come out gainst us are Presi-
dent Wheeler s of the University or
California and Prof. Harry Thurston
Peck of Columnie—and President
Wheeler's specliaay is Greek and Prot
Peck's is Latin. I think that no
scholar whose special interest is in
our living English speech has made
any protest against our proposals.
"In many of the objections raised
against our recommendations we have
been surpaised to see signs of a
strange superstition. There seems to
be a belief on the part of many that
there is now a fixed, regular and ad-
thoritative spelling of our language
which has been unchanged from the
beginning, which was used by Shake-
speare and Swift and Scott, by Frank-
lin and Emerson, a regular imeiling
we are asickedly seeking to change for
the worse. I was told by one of my
graduate &students the other.day-that
In the little town he came from peo-
ple belie • that there was In &Mine
book a f authorit tlae English
"crammer.
0'0cent/1ga
What Osteopathy Will Do.
Tame are but few people who have
not heard of Osteopathy, also of
some of its achievements. But there
are far too many who have accredit-
ed It with being good for only those
contytions from which they have
beef eured, or which have come un-
der their observation. Net Infrequent-
ly there Is mutual surprise when on•
who was cured of ,rheumatism meets
another who has been cured of asth-
ma or constipation. This is a homely,
but very true IlInstration.
Personally, I have cured chronic
cases of constipation, eheumatism,
asthma, nervousness, neuralgia and
, headaches for people whom you!
know well, and the value of the Os-
teopathic treatment is but coining
generally known in Paducah, as It
should be.
!Mould like to talk with you at
any time about your particular case,
and know I can cite You to some of
yofit 'Mends who will attest to what
the treatment has done for them it•
similar diseasee. Oome to my office,
516 Broadway, or phone 1407 any'
time from 9 to 12 or 2 to 6 p. m.
DR. G. B. FROAGE.
IWe Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and wilhout injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "rtiump!,' so,often seen itcmissing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
tion for which we are entitled to
gratitude.
"We have fq.und surviving also the
old eighteenth century idea that a
language ought to be fixed once fOr
all. This was Swift's theory, and it
was the theory which caused the
founding of the French Academy.
Of coarse, a hying language can nev-
er be fixed finally; it is alwtys grow-
ing and changing, modifying its gram
meta and Improving Its spelling. It is
only when a language is dead that it
ceases to change, and no language is
more energetically alive than English
now_"--Brander Matthews le New
York Times,
Trouble C0111111lItlf.
-Hurry up there, Bill; there's • wag
down a-buzzing around me head."
.Cubans Talk of War.
'Havana, 'entre. Feb. 19. —Open
Planed threats of war ageinet the
Units States if ifonicha nta gelt (114 01
Dutra ere now bersi lido by lamberts
of ltible Liberal PertY, to ivbeM every-
thing has teen even by the Afterican
provisional government except akar
lute control. The party is insatiable
an( iezpatisat over lb. &key of the
•Amerilan withdrawal, when. it was
promised, they would be left masters
of Cuba
Pure
Drugs
If you need Drugs, anything
In the Toilet Line, a prescription
filled promptly and correctly, or
anything In the Patent or Pro-
prietary Medicine Line, tele-
phone S. H. Yi'instead, the Drug-
gist, either phone 756, Seventh
and Broadway. Here are a few
things Which he does well:
He tries to merit your trade.
He handles only the beet
goods.
Ho gives prompt attention to
telephone orders.
He delivers goods promptly.
He Makes a specialty of his
Prescription Department.
He emp: ss none but licensed
prescription
He treats you as he would
have you treat him.
He extends every courtesy to
each customer.
He appreciates your trade.
So don't forget, when you
need anything In the Drug or
Druggist Sundry Line, to tele-phone 756 and MVO what Promptand satisfactory service you w1U
get
S. H. WINSTEAD
PHA/PRIETOR
WINSTEAD'S DRUG STORK,
PfloPettl; 756.
Broadway and Stilesalh Street.
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TrESDAY., -PEBRV.CRY TO.
%isse6 $3.50 duns
chi 6 Week for
$3.50
guck, 9hillipoVo. 
:fadies cailor Juits, $15.00
Values, Dti4 Week Yor
$4.90
-For Di. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath 400%
Broadway, Phone 196.
-Drink Belvedere the master
brew.
--Aipright pianos from $150 to
$200, to reduce our stock of slightly
used pianos we make these Offers. W.
T. Maier & Bro., 518 Broadway.
-The board of public works will
meet thus afternoon at the city hail
and transact an accumulation of
two weeks' routine busineee. The
installation of more powerful ma-
chinery In the sanitary pumping sta-
tion writ be considered.
-Wedding invitations, announce-
ments any. every character of en-
graved work is given careful, per-
sonal attention at The Sun.
-Sexton, the sign writer, all
kinds of sign and advertising writing,
line painting of every character, in-
side work and carriage painting and
repairing. Phone 401.
-Plain City lodge No. 449. F. &
A. M., will meet this evening and con-
fer the master Mason's degree and
accept several new applications for
memberghip. Royal Arch Chapter
No. 3•0, will meet tomorrow night.
-Fine oarnattons at 50c per dozen
at Bruasons, 529 Broadway.
--Globe Wernicke tiling cases and
ail supplies for them, also the beet
line of carbons. A full line of blank
books and Si! kinds of office supplies.
Telephone orders promptly tilled. Old
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
-We desire to announce to the
public that the temporary abandon-
ment, by the Traction company, of
their earl car service will not effect
our prices to and from depot. We
will continue to serve all who may
favor us with their patronage, at the
prevailing day rate. Palmer Transfer
Co.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
--Get your meals at Whitehead's
restaurant, 215 Broadway, these had
days. Nice, polite service guaran-
teed.
-'FA 00x, of Fulton, was :mid over
Yesterday afternoon by United States
Commissioner W. A. Gardner can the
charge of staking whisky at Fultou
withoist a '
--The edh-151 board will meet In
caucus toraght to select five name;
from the list of applicants for the Po-
stticm of superintendent of the city
schools. Invitations to the live Se-
lected will be issued for a personal
conference with the•board before any
vote is taken on their applications.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to Ma Sun office. No attention
will be pail to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Drink Belvedere the Paducaii
beer.
-Mr. C A. McFarland has been
appointed by the Smith-Premier
Typewriter company to succeed Mr.
W. L. Helvey In this district, Mr.
McFarland will mantain his head-
quarters at 426 Broadway in Padu-
cab, Ky.
--Jonquils were to be seen yester-
day in bloom in a yard on Broadway
A pretty good spring stunt for Padu-
cah on February 18.
-For tickets to Jackson, Mem-
phis, Nashville, Chattanooga, Atlan-
ta, call at New City Ticket office, N..
C. and St. L. Ry., 430 Broadway, op-
posite Palmer house. D. J. Mullaney,
City Passenger Agent.
--Chief of Pollee James Coaling
went to Fulton last night to rook
for Judge lanaeley," who Is wanted
here ou the clears, of operating a
game of Chance with Marten Slaugh-
ter.
--The McCracken County Medical
society *111 meet at 11. o'clock tonight
voltbiDr...,111Ulledirdifetill. Dr. H. IL
Childreste will lecture on "Iletinitts"
and Dr. Clikiwoll will lecture on
"Grip."
-How do you like the nevv hoard-
cr? Advert4sIng pays--Doerin't It?
'''aeale,WataiNaleaa.
Texas.
thiltienana.029a4.4.1.1tfaanaaaareatfa
0
alitatIPEltWee
Brownsville is most assuredly "on
the map." In Texas the dismissal of
the colored troops has, not created
half the stir that It has in Washing-
ton. While the President sends mes-
sages to Congress and investigating
officers to Brownsville in rapid suc-
cession; while Faraker flashes and
Tillman howls, the people down on
the Rio Grande are calling our atten-
tion to their new prosperity. They
nole the changes since a certain epic
was written by a soldier at old Fort
Brown. This poem described the
methods of the prince of this world,
who tired of his abode, and deter-
mined to start another, on this earth.
Going dowe on the Rio Grande, he
thorns on all thebegan to put
trees
And mixed up the sand with millions
of fleas,
And scattared tarantulas along all
the roads,
Put spikes on the cactus and horns
on the toads."
• Triis...libel on a great and good
State has been sung in COM camp from-
San Antonio to Helena. The ola
apology for Texas-that the State
merely lacked water and good so-
ciety-and the moth-ridden retort
that the abode of evil souls doth
lack no more, are never heard by
the modern Texan. One explanation
efa the riot is almost as good as an-
other in Texas. The rimester had
his own suggestion:
"The red pepper grows on the banks
of the brook.
The Mexicans use it in all that they
cook
Just dine with a 'Greaser,' and then
you will shout:
'I've a hell on the inside as well as
the out'' "
The modern Texan can afford to
smile at such past flippancy. Whether
st be Bailey, Brownsville, •railway
regulation, or the Galveston plan of
city government that brings his state
into the 'light, he knows that Texas
is interesting, alert, and studious of
contemporary lift -Collier's.
All men may be born equal, but
they don't all die that waY.
TITE PADT;TAH EVENING SUN.
Entre Nous Club.
Nous club will meet on
Thitrsda afternoon at 2 o'clock with
The Erre 
Miss Ethel Brooke on North Seventh
street.
School Entertainment.
The following neatly engaaved in-
vitations are out:
The teachers and pupils of McKin-
ley school cordially invite you to
spend an afternoon with them In
cornmemorailon of the birthdays of
Washington Lowell, Lincoln and
Longfellow, at McKinley school,
Hayes avenue, February 21st 1907.
Delphic Club.
No meeting of the Delphic club
was held this morning out of re-
spect to the memory of Mrs. Bertie
Fowler Campbell.
Pleasant Club Dance.
The Boosters' club had an enjoya-
ble dance at the Eagles' hall at
Broadway and Sixth street, last night
It was a largely attended and success-
ful maasion.
Retail Clerks' Hall on February 28.
The first annual ball of the Retail
Clerks' union will be giv-
en On the evening of
February 28 at the Eagles' hall,
Broadway and Sixth street. It will be
quite an elaborate affair.
Colonial Tea on Thurs- day Evening.
The young ladies of the Kentucky
Avenue Presbyterian church will en-
tertain with a colonial tea on Thurs-
day evening from 8 to 11 o'clock in
the lecture room of the church. It
will be a pretty affair in honor of
Washington's birthday. The young
ladles serving the tea will wear colo-
nial costumes, and the decoration
will be patriotic in style.
Recital This Evening.
An atractive musical and literary
entertainraent wilt be given this eve-
ning at the Third street Methodist
church.
Miss Frances Wallet* has returned
from Helena. Ark., where she has vis-
ited Miss Sadie Ehaw for several
week-s.
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Gould
and children, of New York city, are
the guests of Mrs. Elbridge Palmer
and Miss, Frances Gould at "The
Ferns." . •
Mr. J. C. Porter left this morning
for Louisville on business.
Mrs. H. P. Sights is recovering
from a ten days' sickneas of grip.
Mr. E. Rehkopf shows no decided
change in his condition today.
Mr. J. G. Miller has returned from
a trip to Princeton.
Hon. J. K. Hendrick Is in Smith-
and on legal business.
Miss Jimmie Rice, of Seventh and
Clark streets, is ill at her home
W. D. Drown and Leonard Gregory,
of Mayfield, were in the city yester-
day.
John Cobb is Cl of grip at his
home, 616 Boned way.
Mr. 3f. A Andersen and wife left.
last night for Nichotasviien, to visit.
C. H. Sahrievae, tear:her of science
In the High school, is stb•le to be at
A Little Family Jar.
HE; 1
 Why is there nothing on the table
To eat? I'm sure we're amply Able
To have • Its.ste or so for dinner.
I'm angry, sure ite On a •Innor!
My deer, the firh is. yours alone.
SHE 
You knew eiglirwell our cook had Sowell'
Yet to the piper you've not been
4.1 . I To pot ii. little WANT AD. in.
school again after an attack of the
ge-P.
John Moller, of the 'Kell Bros.
Drug company, has teen reToied to
hie home on the south side after so
operation at the railroad hospital.
.3,1r. ape Hr.?. Transend have re-
turned from risitIng their daughter,
Miss Marino Townsend, of Chicago.
Mr, eoneiel Gtvern went to Moss'
Landing yeste r lay run bueir ese.
MT. Retvert. ACCtit will leave today
for Montgomery, Aia., where his wife
and child Neve %ma the winter. They
will return March 1 and will reside am
312 North Sixth strait.
Rabbi Meyer Lovitch went to OM-
oinnati Sunday on hurinere.
Mr. Onerles W. Thompson, of the
Becket ore, wiH return the last of
this week from New York.
Miss Mary Piles, of Fulton, Is
Mies Aline Utterlrack. of North
Fifth street.
Captain Benny West ler gone to
Buffalo, N. Y., to attend a We insur-
ance) agents' ntreting.
Miss Lizzie jIull has cone to Bland-
ville to visit her slater, Mrs. L. Dodd.
Mrs. J. C. Carr, of Murray, is visit.
jug Mrs. Adam Ilovendun.
Miss Greco Pt. John, of Dlandvile,
Is visiting in laidncele
Mrs. Merjor o Chene mete will
daughter, at lie Marjorie, of Frank--
fort, are Nialting the family of Pollee
Lieut. Then. Potter, of South Fourth
Street.
Mr.- Hernias Zuher, of Mui phy s-
bone, Ill., was 'here Seedily visiting
friends.
Mr. and Mot Jnmes R. English, of
Memphis. are visiting in the city.
Me Edward 0. -Egan, chief engin-
eer of the Louisville division of the
I. C., is le the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Clements
have returned to Dexter, after a short
visit to relatives in this city.
Master Mechanic Et J. Turnbull
and Storekeeper John Trent, of the
I. C., have gone to Chia/age on busi-
ness.
Mr. Charles Mocquot Is in7177r.
'Mr. R. B. Phillips, of the Rudy-
Phillips firm, is etill confined to his
bed from grip, at his -home on Jeffer-
son street,
MT. L. B. Ogilvie, of the L. B.
Ogil-vie & company dry goods firm, is
Ill from grip at his home on Broad-
way.
Mrs. George C. Warfleld, of 533
North Fifth street, who has been
quite 111 for a week or more, Is now
able to sit up.
Mr. W. M. Rieke, of the la B.
Ogilvie & company arm, is in New
York.
Mr. J. W. Hutchen, district super-
intendent of the Children's Home
society, of Louisville, is in the city.
Mr. Henry Wurth will leave ' to-
night for San Antonio, Tex., to re-
side.
Mrs. Porter E. Dale, of Rossington,
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Bud Dale at
the New Richmond armee.
Mr. Harvey Allen, foreman of the
Southern leituilthic company, has re-
turned home after working thee
mouths la Mississippi.
Circuit Court.
Sam Given agairrst C. E. Gridley,
et al.. appeal granted plaintiff.
T. J, Moore was allowed $75.35 for
taking Bert Roberts to the referm
school
Suits Filed.
J. Templeton against la Robert-
son, suit for $P99.75 on account.
Charles Mitchell against Li ale
Mitchell, for divorce. They were
married September, 1904, and sep-
arated Fele. wary as re . Abandon-
ment and immorality is charged,
Rosetta Maple against Jewel Maple,
for divorce. They married Septem-
ber, 1898, and separated January,
lette. Alrandiunment is alleged.
Deeds Filed.
D. W. FOOi•S to Courtney Hilt,
property in the Maplewood addition,
$24*.
E. B. Guthrie and Minnie Guthrie
to Dr. V er 110/k Blythe, power of at-
torney.
C. W. Gibson to D. R. Reid, prop-
erty in the county, $1 and other eon-
siderations.
Marriage License.
Delano Book to Emma Short.
County Court,
F. G. Rudolph was appointed ad-
ministrator of James Walker,
B. J. liovekamp was appointed ad-
minieirator of Betsie Ana Mathis
Police Court.
J. S. Rice, a railroad man, drank
to much liquor yesterday afternoon
and Judge Cross fined him $.5 and
costs for being drunk and disorderly.
Other cases: Incoyci Lowe and for-
don West, colored, breach of peace,
ilt) and cotes, earth; Wilt Cherry,
carrying concealed and deadly wea-
pon, $25 and costs and 11e days in
Ate Charles Vaughan, drunkenness,
$1 and costs; Southern Peanut com-
pany, nuisance, continued; Robert
Hale, colored, using insulting lan-
guage, $20 and costs; Nick Bryant,
refusing to pay cab fare, dismissed;
Van Bankhead, colored., carrying con-
cealed a deadly weapon, left open;
John Ivy, drunk and disorderly, .eft
Open,
Harriman Gets Cotton Belt,
'Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 19.-Semi-
official information here is to the ef-
fect that E. H. Harriman has ob-
tained control of the Cotton Belt,
giving him on air line between Chi-
cago and St. Louis to Galveston by
connecting with the Trances Central
at Thebes, III.
The deal puts him in position to,
squeeze Gould's Texas & Pacific' in
Texas at the proper time and will put
him in full control of the situation
in the southwestern territory.
Mr. Oscar B. Jones, of San Berner-
Has yourdino, Cal., who will be married on been gratifyingkiarch 5, to Miss Kate Richardson of corn tit20 South Third street, will arrive 
Sunday and will be the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. P. E. Stutz, of Jefferson
street.
Mr. John Mulherrin, of Danville,
Va., has arrived in the city to accept
a position with the Stutz candy fac-
tory. He is a nephew of Mr. P. E.
Stutz.
•••••••
REFUSES SUINTIVI.TTE.
House Seem.: to Prefer the LaPollette
Railroad Bill.
Washington, Feb. 19.--aly a vote
of 1,19 to 109 the honse tbday under
suspension of the rules refused to
adopt the substitute reooinmended
the interstate and foreign commerce
committee to the so-cabled LaFolette
"sixteenehour 'bill" to promote' the
safety of employes and travelers on
railroads by limiting the hours of
service of employes The amended
bil was sent to conference, a two-
thirds vote being required.
The roatellimenet._
01••••••...."'
"What's the penalty for bigamy?'
"Two mothers-In-law!"
FOR RALE.
We have *one. • holm boodle...4 two-
perty, at low prices, that we are of-
fering for quick salt*. If you are
looking for high elarot Investments
come to see us at ()nee and let UV
show you the property. Centrally lo-
cated. H. Hollins. Real Estate,
True/wart Bldg. Telephone 127.
advertising, lately
to yeu-or, to your
FOR SALE-Suburban home of
five rooms with large grounds, quick
access to city, exrel:ent tar poultry
and gardens, two wells and all nec-
essary improvements. $1500 cash. H.
C. Hol:1ns, Trueheart Bldg., Real
Estate and Rentals. Tel, 127,
FOR SALE-North Bide, close to
market house, excellent location for
boarding house.eight room residence,
frame, upper and lower porches,back
A PILE OF SILVER
4U
Forks that were $2.50
Now $01
Table Spoons $2 to $3
Now $01
Tea Spoons $1.50 to $2
Now 75c
Knives $2.00 to $3.00
Now $1
U Must B Quick
6E0.0. HART & SONS CO
4
A‘dr-r-r.
WANT ADS.
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
FOR RENT-Warehouse or shop,
Second and Tennessee. Phone 222.
FOR Heating and Stoveviood ring
437 F. Levin.
CLO1 HES cleaned and Matra&
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
phone 1025, old phone 975.
FOR SALE-Four room 'house,
705 S. 12th. Ring 367 R.
FOR RENT-One furnished room.
333 S. Third street.
ROOM and board, 408 Washington.
Old phone 2500.
WA-TED---- Goodcook. colored,
FOR RENT-Nicely furnished
front rooms, all conveniences, '900
Jefferson.
LOST-Blue memorandum book
with railroad pass inside. Finder
return to this office. Reward.
WANTED-Boy 16 years of a-ge-,
of good habits, to learn drug busi-
ness. Address Druggist, care of Gen-
eral Delivery, City.
LOTS on Salem avenue and vicini-
ty. Investmen: prices. H. C. Hollins.
Real Estate and Rentals. Trueheart
Bldg. Tel, 127.
FOR RENT-Two story live room
residence on Jefferson etreet on
street car line, half block from F0111:1
lain avenue. Apply W. D. Greer or
C. E. Jennings.
li-E CAN FIT all you who are
troubled in regard to nice fitting
Shirts. Hyman, at the Beivedere
good wages. Old phone 248.
  a_ FOR SALE-North 12th St. gun-
HORSE for sale. Bargain. George barrel houses, three rooms, $600Skelton, 817 South 5th St. 1 each. Rents $8.00 per month, Tele-
WANTED-Two furnished rooms phone 127. H. C. Hollins, Real Estate
for light housekeeping near I. C. andResnTtals, Trueheart Bldg.
shops. Address C, care Sun. 
WA 
i wo young men toWHY DON'T YOU know, HYrnith travel a d represent a well estab-is the boss shirt man? He Is 111 t'll'ilshed hicago house. ExperienceBelvedere Hotel.
FOR RENT-Furnished or unfer-
rushed rooms. Apply The Inn, 317
N. 7th.
WANTED--To sell real cheap,
black mare in good condition. Apply
West Kentucky Coal Co.
COUPLE want room and board hi
private family. References exchang-
ed. Address D, care Bun.
FOR RENT- House- $8 per
porch, two halls, porcelain bath, sew- month; three blocks from P. 0. Ap-
erage. newly painted, city and eta- ply 441 S. Sixtha----
tern water, stables, etc, lot 501173. both floors. $2000 with terms. or-WANTED--Girls to room andTerms. H. C. Hollins, True- rent $20 per month. H. C. Hollins,
h$elit°r0t0 Bldg.,' telephone 127. 2122. 
Bldg. Tel. 12'7.
board, 212 South Fourth. Old phone Real Estatete and Rantala, 
Truebeart
Vilowerkix.
MENSANDBOYS OUTFITTERS
VolnIt11.11,1
SPECIALS
For This Week
MEN'S TROUSERS
Pants that sold up to 15 (),,
choice for this
week $2.39
Pants that sold up to $9 Oft
choice for this
week $3.78
CHILDREN'S SUITS
Snita that sold up to 11:-,
choice for this
week . $2.39
Snits that sold up to $10 00.
$3.64choice for thisweek 
No goods charged or sent.
on approval at these prices.
not necessary. Must come well rec-
ommended. Address J. E. Morgan,
Paducah, Ky., Gen. Del.
WANTED-For U. S. Army: Able-
bodied unmarried men between ages
of 18 and 35; citizens of United
States, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, read
l and write English. For information
!apply to recruiting officer, New Rich-
11 wont) Howe, Paducah, Ky.
FOR SALE-Or rent: South 5th
street residence, 18 rooms, water on
4,Me FOR SALE-Two horses and wag-1 FOR SALdia---South Side residence"on. John T. Sherron, R. P. a No. 2. of five rooms eleven blocks fromPhone 836. 
e  Broadway, large shade trees, improv-
FOR BAUE--One 4-bores power ed streets, having necessary out-
Fairbanks & Morse gasoline engine, buildings, new and very desirable.
Apply R. C. Farthing, Lone Oak, 'Ky, !Price $1500 with terms. Inquire at
Old phone 1392. once. Telephone 127. H. C. Hollins,
LOST-on South Third street or Real Estate and Rentals, Trueheart
on South Thirri street car, one cross Bldg
and chain, G. I. V. on cross. Return FOR SAI,E-South Third- street,
tclIFSOult2 G. SIBMI. 
16 r
ALE-Five fresh milch cows between Clark and Adems, large
oom house, two stories, frame,
wOeldphones 867 and 789.
well.
13.43,-sild-
LOAVE your address at Belvedere
Hotel if you want a good fitting Shirt,
for Hyman, the veteran Shirt man.
1 - FOR SALE-Saloon at corner of
Third and Washington, or 309 S.
Third street. Henry Heat.
---t-OR RENT- Newly furnished
front room with board in private
family, 414 Clark street. Phonel66
BEND your clothes to the rank-
11
hes Promoting club, 30234 Broadway.
High a Browder, proprietors. Sots
Phones 1507.
FOR RENT-1.-TTvo brick *tore
houses, Eleventh and Firredwsy, one
ewo-atory brick blialnete
Thirteenth and Clitty. Paducah Brew-
ing company.
WANTED--A collector. Must be
well recommended and have a goon
team and horse Position will pay
ono hundred dollars a month and
expenses. Address T. D. CiaughlOn,
Paductth, Ky,
rooms, fronting brick street, concrete
sidewalks. hot 72x173, Including
stable and other out buildings. $4000,
Terms arranged. H. C. Hollins, Real
Estate, Trueheart Building, Tele-
phone 127.
FOR ilALE-Frult farm 62 acres
near McMinnville, Tenn., at $25 per
acre, gravel road al; aroural place.
lake fed by never falling brookairnall
residence, barns, etc., reedy access to
city. Call telephone 127. H. C. Hol-
lins, Real Estate and Rentals, Tree-
helitAkig• r
FOR SA IN--West End residence
of are rooms, on lot fronting 100
feet with depth of 165 feet to aLley,
having four cabinet mantles, private
sewerage, hot and cold water. porce-
lain bath, two large porches, finished
in hard Wood We are oErring both
houise and lot at a price lower than
the coat of the house also*. Anyone
seeking either a home or an invest-
ment will end it worth while to in-
vestigate thh at once. $3000. Terms.
C. 114'11ns. Reel Estate and Res-
Vale, Trueheart Bldg. Tel. 127,
%thee ihe
the kidney and b:adder. _
WILL FORM BIG COAL.COMIUNE
FIRST TO WEAR
OUT WITH AGE
Prescription Which is Valued
by Elderly People
Fie It At Home—It Is Harmless and
Believes Kidney and Bladder
Troubles and Rheumatism.
HELPS THE STOMACH ALWAYS
The great Majerfty of men and
women at the age of 50 years be-
gin to feel the first signs of advanc-
ing age in some form of kidney trou-
ble and bladder weakness. Few are
entirely tree from that torturous dis-
ease, rheumatism, which is not a dis-
ease in Itself, but a symptom of de-
ranged function of the kidnres which
have become clogged and sluggish,
failing in their duty of sifting and
straining the poisonous waste matter,
ugc acid, etc., front the blood, per-
mitting it to remain and decompose,
settling about the joints and muscles,
causing intense pain and suffering.
The bladder, however, causes the
Old folks the most annoyance, espe-
cially at night and early morning.
A noted authority in a recent arti-
cle stated that he has wonderful suc-
cess with the old-time "vegetable
THEOSOPHISTS
1..0f4E HEAD OF ORGANIZATION
BY DEATH OF Olgaere
Greateet Work in Uniting Elements of
itteldhien in India—Work
Sloe Here.
New York, Feb. 19.— Col. Henry
Oicott, president of the Tbetwoophteal
oociety, and who with Mme. Way-
ntsky founded the organization, died
yesterday mativing at the presidency
as Adyar, Madras, India.
Col. °Scott, who Wall 76 years old,
founded the order and became its
presideme. on November 17, 1875, in
Ney York. Three years Later be and
Aimee Etavateky went to India for the
upbuilding of the association. Mme.
Beevateky died hi 1591.
(pl. Obentt was born tat America
l and was a lawyer by profeeeion when
i dle became a seedier in the civil we-.
iThe fornrartion of the 'Pheoeopical
oiety was else outgrowth of a friend-
!ship formed during the exploitation
'of the "Eddy" ghosts :n Veement,
,just after tbe ciente of the war. Col
Olcott, on. acoount of h interest In
PeSehtleal reseal-eh, was serer to the
Fs'eltly farm by one of the New York
, newspapers. The published state-
!metes brou gig a pilgrimage c-f hun-
dreds of people to the farm, and Mme.
iDkavatsky *es among them. Later
the organisation was suggested attteatment. He states: "Of sixteen oise of the getherings in Mine. Tele-cases of bladder troubles and rhed-iratsky's periors.
matfsm which have neen treatedi A. lodge was subsequeky formedwith this treatment only one very, in London, but progrese in commer-complicated case failed to fully dal centers it was found was so slowyield to its remarkable influence. It 'that Col. ()Scott and Mme. Dlavatskyis the most harmless treatment I decided to go to India and work backhave ever found to clean the system into the busy world. In the attmoF-of rheumatic poisons; remove irrita- phere of the east the society thrived.tion of the bladder and relieve or!-1 The headquarters of the organize-nary difficulties of the old peopie- It Lion inelude twenty acres on the
, banks of the .kdzar river, Which is a
mite and a 'halt from the Bay of Ben-
gal. There are thsoeophical societies
in forty-two countries, but perhaps
the most effective work of Ore 01-
cott was in uniting various Buddhist
!sects in the orient. He supponted
himself entirely from the sales of theI Theoleopfnist magazine and contribu-
'ted to the extension of the sceiety by
gifts of money. He was credited wtth
some remarkable cures.
THE PRINTERS' UNION.
The great strike in the book and
job printing industry in which the
$20,000,000 Merger of Properties M international Typographical Union of
North Anvelca and the United Ty-
Ohio Nearly Completed.
I pothetae of America have been pittedPittsbnrg, Feb. 19.—Details of a against each other for eighteen
$20.000,000 combination of coal months has attracted considerable at
mines now said to be assured have tention to trade-union methods andjust become public. They are locatea the history of trade organieatione.
In the No. 8 district of Ohio, and The Intel national Typographical Un-the only matter now open is the ion was formed in 1862. and has hadability of Lawrence Barnum & Co ,la successfu. and progresstve exis-
of New York to pot down the tnoney tence ever since that time. PreIn payment for them. iviotts to 1852 there were many localWhile this company is openly back-,associations or unions of printere.Ing the new consolidation, other in-:and a convention of there local as-terests are behind it. The Fairmont sociatione was held as early as 1834.
Coal company, one of the subsidiary The International Typographicalcorporations of the Consolidated Coal Union is recognleed as a conservativecompany, is reported to be the real organization, and this is borne out bybacker of the project. Ithe effort that was made by the of-Thomas W. Latham of Clevela_nd, flcers of the union to peaceably ad-who is promoting the deal, has ob-ljust the eight-hour contention withtamed option on practically all there
properties in the Ohio district. entered Into. This strike has been
employers before the strike was
According to reliable authorities a marvel of financiering. The Inter-the companies that have given Mr.' national Typographical Union lute a!Latham options on their properties;membership of about 47,000, and.are the Pittsburg and Meadowlandslwith the exception of about $50,000Coal company, the Pittsburg Block idoltars these 47,000 members 'naveCoal company. the Empire Coal corn-1 raisedto- assessment *Wee than $3,.patty. Kaufman Brothers, Belmont '000,000 for the coatien of theirCoal Mining company, M: A. Hanna i atrike for the eigbt-hour day. The& Co.. Yaughlogheny and Ohio Coen assesement wassat first 44 cents percompany, Lorain Coal and Dock com-i week, then 10 per cent of all wages "pany, Roby Coal company. Johnston earned. The io per cent assessmentBrothers J. H.- Somers & Co- JeffeT-,was effective for nine months. Ftson Coal company, Calvary Morris, ,was then reduced to 7 per cent, laterUnited States Coal company and the to 5 per cent and is now 3 per cent.
The method of levying the assees-
ntent is also worthy of explanation.
,  nor by the officials of the organize-
!
  ft was not placed by .a convention,
lion. The proposition was submit-
ted to a referendum vote. The pro-
Imaal to levy 50 cents per week re- '
eelved a majority of nearly 20,000
votes, and the proposal to levy a 10
leer cent assessment received a ma-
jority of more than 18,000 votes.
The International Typographical
Union also conducts a Home at Colo-
rado Springs, known as the Union
Printers' Home. This institution
t*as erected and is maintained by the
Internal tonal Typographic*, Union
for De aged „end dhereased members.
Thus far the union, In erecting and
carrying on title part of Its philat-
throple work, has expended more
than $500,000 In about 12 years'
tIme. There are at the present time
at the Union Printers' Home about
46°Ieoinmates.
graphical „Eitions also
..
l
ave their benefit features, such as
caring for sick membens, assisting
(hose who pay be temporarily out of
work, sad tuitlial funds which are
tet 
TUTADAY: 11-1111rAftY to.
A Cigar You'll
Enjoy to the End
Here's a cigar that doesn't get
bitter, harsh, strong or hot when it burns
near to the end. You don't have to throw away
this cigar one-third unsmoked, and so really get
only two-thirds of a smoke for your money.
'BLACK & WHITE
Cigar-5c.
can be smoked down to the very end with
the same enjoyment you get out cf the
first few puffs. It smokes the same
all the way—mild, smooth, mellow
and fragrant. This is because its
fine, imported, Havana-filler and
high-grade Sumatra wrapper are a
leaf-quality never before sold any-
where at less than 3-for-25c.
The ant-profit plan of National Cigar Stands gives
you this 8-for-25c. cigar for 6c.
The best cigars are now sold in the 2,000 Drug Stores having
the National Cigar Stands Emblem In the window.
W. B. MePHERSON, 385 Broadway.
F. E. DILT.NN, Seventh and Clar Streets,
J. D. BACON, Seventh and Jackson Streets.
J. C. GILBERT, 1046 Meyers Street.
PETTIT'S RED CROSS PHARMACY, 12th and Trimble Sts,
JAMES P. SLEETH, 904 Broadway.
e
Contributed to by all members. Along present president, and J. W. Dram-
these lines thousands of dollars are wood secretary.
expended every year.
The headquarters of the Interna-
tional Typographical Union are lo-
cated in Indianapolis Indiana, ana
the officers of the organization are
continually sending out pamphlets
descriptive of the Union Printers'
Home and explaining the methods of
the union. James M. Lynch is the
Dr. W. G. Grace, the veteran Eng-
lish cricketer, has been the recipient
of many gifts as proof of his prowess
at the national game, but none so un-
usual RS that of three young pigs
which a Worcestershire farmer sent
him, recognitiOn of a great batting
feast which he witnessed.
for The San.
See Our
smokers' - Window
IMPORTED
KEY WEST
DOMESTIC
C I OARS
All leadinre brands
"rirr'itivh and domestie
CIOARETTIES.
Special sale on high grade
Meersebauni and Briar Pipes.
Ask to see tiw Wellington and
Waidortr liters
McPHE-RSON'S 4
Drug store
:5
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Agent/4 for
Travelers Insurance Co.
Higgest and Oldest.
Office Phones 369. Residence Phones 726
nnpboll Building, REiducialrs, I'( y.
Modern Plumbing
You cannot say your home is
modern and comlortable if your
bathroom fixtures are old, and
unsanitary.
Modetn plumbing and bath room equipment
makes your home healthy and comfortable.
inissidare plumbing fixtures are the moat durable
and sanitary fixtures made. We hanche this line
and add our own guarantee to the manufacturers.
We combine ikilled. etperienced labor with rea-
tenable prices and prompt service.
Light!
Light!! Light!!
Electric or Gas
We have a Gas light that rivals the sun in bril-
liancy. That's the
Inverted Lamp
Ever seen it? For economy and artistic
beauty it cannot he surpassed.
Che
Paducah Light Power Co.
To Hear
From
Cooper
L. T. COOPER
We wish to call the attention of the public to a series
of "short talks" by L. T. Cooper that are to be published
in this paper.
The Cooper medicines have made a remarkable rer•
ord in the leading cities of the United States during the
past two years and young Mr. Cooper has been thc sub-
ject of much newspaper comment.
Mr. Cooper has met and talked with thousands of
sick people in his visits to almost every large city in the
country.
, He is a noted man of very few words and tells briefly
in these articles %hat his prep rations are doing for sick
people and why they hay,. been Rh cessful y%herever in-
troduced,
. Mr Cooper's theory is that one h.ilf of all human ills
i, caused by stomach trouble, and the wonderful success
of his preparations H the treatment of stomach disorders,
kidney and liver complaints, rheurnati•m, etc , seems to
ha% e prcven this claim.
Some time ago we secured the agency for these cele-
brated medicines. We hive been gratified by the ex-
treme satisfaction of those who have purchased them from
us and advise every one to read these "short talks," as
they are full of terse, common sense.
W. B. McPHERSON
FINDS SKULL or PEARL BRYAN
t'ontractor Clears Mystery in Connec-
tion With Famous Murder.
Cince-enati, Feb. 19.--G. H. Olen-
ciorf, a contractor, discovered last
eight on the roadway between New-
port and Dayton. Ky., the skull of
young woman. The measurements of
the skull tally with those of the skull
of Pearl ilryan of Green Castle, Ind.,
for whose murder near Fort Thomas,
Ky. Jackson and Walling paid the
penalty of death in Newport jail In
1896.
Pearl ran11 was murdered Feb. 1,
-96. The point where the trunk of
1111111111111111\ 
her body was found and the office
of the Newport doctor by whom the
girl had been treated at the instance
of her e:ayers is near the roadwaY in
which the head was dug up.
During, the search for the murder-
ers and their trial all sorts of theo-
ries were advanced to explain the
disappearance of the head, which was
cut off by; the men who killed the
woman. Some asserted that it had
been burned, others 'saying that it
had been thrown into the river, anu
another theory was that it had been
burled, which now apparently is prov-
ed to be true.
Suteccribc ter The Sint.—
r"r"-" "er-
CHEAP
LOW PRICED
SMALL HOMES
Near city, fertile, high, dry land, in best neighborhood;
Have just platted into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
(Williams) tract, joining
next to city by Perkins
Buckner Lane Road and
feet frontage on Buckner
grave:ed in front of
Hlnkleville Gravel Road,
through the tract, so that
the Pines lands on west. Bounded
Creek and Pines lands between,
Hinkleville Gravel Road. Has 4138
Lane Road, said road just
this land. Has 757 feet front on
and plat gives 40 feet cross roads
each and every lot fronts either on
•these gravel roads or these newly opened roads. Most of the
ote front at each end on tikese roads. No nicer land in Mc-
Cracken county. The 20 acres front on Hinkleville road has
nice grove of forest trees on it and lays so as to make ideal
residence sites.
Price on the Hinkleville road frozbt is $100.10 per acre, of
which $10 acre cash and
rnents running the years.
terms. While these prices
desirability of lots ard
and see plat and list men
balance In monthly or quarterly pay-
All other lots $65 acre on same
are uniform, there Is difference in
flrst customers get choice. Come
who have taken dozen lots before I
,ould get the parcels staked off. For home or Investment lots
)ou lose opportunity if you fall to take this. On one lot is new
5-room house which is priced at $800 additional to cost of
land at $65 acre.
W. JANES
Trueheart Building
Old Phone 9974
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
RETURN TO PLOW
DELEGATES TO °ELAM/NIA et
VENTION BROKE.
have teeel Up Appropriation and
Farmers Are Chipping oi
Heir Them.
Guthrie, Okla, Feb. 19.—Anxious
to get busy with their plowing and
fear-Jig they will not receive pay for
a long time, if ever, for their -at-
tendance on the constitutional con-
vention, many of the farmer dele-
gates have scattered to their homes,
tad-mating that they will not return
unless it is to vote for the document
as a whole when it is completed by
the few men in control of the'con-
vention.
The expense of the convention to
date above the $100,000 appropria-
tion made by congress is nearly
$150,000. Pay of the delegates has
stopped and if congress does not
come to the rescue with an addition-
al appropriation, some of the dele-
gates wi:1 be in a bad way, as they
cannot afford to stay longer at thehe
own expense. Advices are coming in
front the state that citizens here and
there are subscribing to funds to
send the delegates back to their jobs.
Neighborly farmers, who do not wish
to see the convention entirely in the
hands of the lawyers, the politicians
and the urban element, have promis-
ed to-take care of the farm work of
the rural statesmen. The daily at-
tendance at the sessions Is now less
than 75 per cent of the 112 dele-
gates, and many of those still here
sit sullenly in their seats and let the
leader i run things to suit them-
selves.
Prominent delegates from Indiau
Territory and some from Oklahoma
are openly charged with a plot to de-
feat statehood entire'y drawing
up a constitution that will be reject-
ed by the people at the election next
August. Those involved in the alleg-
ed plot have been against making
one state out of the two territories
for political reasons. Disaffection has
now begun to pervade the Democrat-
ic members as well as those on the
Repub-ican side, and charges of boss-
:sin have become so persistent that
there is apprehension the convention
may break up.
Kind of Her.
Aunt My dettr nephew, your uncle
elways wed he wanted you to slip into
his shaes when he died. and as he passe
sal nway without leaving a will I now
wish to give you the last pair he wore.
is a true vitalizing tonic to the en-
tire kidney and urinary structure, re-
invigorating the entire system."
What he terms "old vegetable
treatment" consists of the following
simple prescription, the ingredients
In which can be obtained from any
good pharmacy at small cost: Com-
pound Kargon, one ounce; Fluid Ex-
trace Dandelion, one-half ounce:
Compound Syrup Sarsaparilla, three
ounces. Shake well in a bottle and
take in teaspoonful doses after each
meal and upon going to bed, also
drink elenty of water. This prescrip-
tion, though simple, is always effec-
tive in the diseases and afflictions of
An Animal Angler—The Otter.
Hunters and trappers have so de-
pleted fur-bearing animals that few
are left who catch and eat fish; and
it is fortunate the otter is now com-
paratively Scarce in our northeastern
states, for he is a terrible and perse-
vering foe to Mb. He Is so dainty
that he will frequently kill several
large fish in a day, devouring only
those portions which beet please his
palate, leaving the remainder on the
water side to become the prey of
ocher fish-loving creatures. For the
pursuit of his finny prey the otter is
admirably adapted by nature. The
body is lithe and serpentine; the feet:
are furnished with broad web thatt
connects the toes which are of Infil
nee service In propelling the slnIttial
thromth the water the tall is long,.
broad and flat: and the short, power-1
ful legs are so loosely .jointed that
can turn them fn almost say direction;
The hair of the body Is of two kinds1
--one a close, fine. soft fur, which
lies nest In the akin, protecting it
from extreme heat or cold; Eind tie
3'1 •other composed of long, Wiling,
coarse, hair which permits the ani-
mal to slide easily through the meter
(he" teethare sharp and powerful,
preventing the slippery prey from ex-
caving, go that the quick and wary
fifth fall easy victims to the otter's
superior aquatic powers. So easily
does It glide Into the water scarcely
a ripple is seen to sp...ark the time an '
place of its entrance,' and emer.
ing noon the whore Its body is w1.1
drawn from the stream with the Rae
noiselese ease.
When the otter Is engaged in
ing the fish captnred. It holds It
slippery prey between its forepas
and begins with the hack of the ne
eating away the fine, flaky meat
the shoulders and rejecting the hese
tall and other parts. The Average
daily food is about four fish, weigh-
ing two or three pounds, not necess
sarilY trout:bat trout and young
oilmen are preferred to other coarse
fish.—Lernis Rbeed In February R.,
creation._
The dainties of the great are the
Ware of the poor.—Hetace.
a • •
a
e
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Catarrh
"Catarrh is nothing but a rheuma-
tism of the mucus membranes; it is
cured by the same drugs which cure
rheamalismelsewhere," writes Alex-
ander Haig, A. M., M. D. Oxon.
That is, according to the above
wyirld-farnous authority on the causes
of disease, catarrh, like rheumatism,
is due to uric acid and is cured only
by the niechc,ine which removes the
uric acid.
Uric acid is a waste product of
your body and which your blood
carries to the kidneys to be expelled.
This, however, your blood cannot
always properly do. If the mucus
membrane is chilled, the uric acid
forms tiny cryseals, resembling grains
of fine sand. Millions 6f these little
grains lodge in the delicate mucus,
membranes and constantly irritate
them, _causing_ mucou.s.... discharges,
just as a grain of sand in you).- eye
would cause tears.
Local applications, douches, gar-
gles, sprays, etc., are absolutely
useless in catarrh, because they can-
not reach the actual seats of the uric
acid deposits. •
LIFE PLAN1 is just such a med-
icine as is above spoken of by Dr.
Haig, as being the cure for rheuma-
tism, catarrh, and all other diseases
due to uric acid. LIFE PLANT
dissolves and removes every trace of
uric acid. If you have Catarrh, take
LIFE PLANT at once.—Grateful
letters from relieved sufferers reach
our offices every day.. - Read this:
After a siege of ten years of that dread. &seise,
Catarrh of the head, and failure of all other treat-
ments, I was induced to try Life Plant. The lint
tattle gave relief, and, when I had taken two more,
was free from and cured of Catarrh.
FRED. KNAUS, Dennison, Ohio.
Whatever your trouble may be.
write your symptoms fully to I. J.
Mizer. M. D., President of the Life
Plant Co., Canton, 0., and get his
personal advice free. Our helpful
book—GOOD HEALTH—mailed
free on request.
THE LIFE PLANT CO., Canton, 0.
Iowa Two-Cent Bill.
Des Moines, Ia., Feb. 19.—The sen-
ate committee on raisiroada is expect-
ed to hold a meeting not Later than
next Wednesday and recommend the
passage of the house 2-cent faro bill.
It is not probable that the compro-
mise of 2% cleats a mile and a fam-
ily nribmge.hook at a flat rate of 2
cents, made in behalf of the raibroa.ds
by Carrola Wright, of the iRock Island
road, wi 1 1. be accepted.
Minds of too -many men are filled
with %toeless *BO wiedge.
Advantage !et a better soldier than
rashnees.—Shakespeare.
Oak Dale Hotel
IF:Irotokport, Ill.
Rates $I a Day. Eventing
Mrs J. A. Lactase, Preprietress.
LARK'S'
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Two doses give relief, and on* bee
will cure any ordinary case of Kid-
ney or bladder trouble. Removes
Gravel, en rem Diabetes. Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, and all Irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 50 cents
per box 1111 the no cure no pay bask
by hIcPberson's Drug store, Footle
and Broadway, sole agent tor_Padn-
rah, or sent by mall upon receipt of
prioe by Lark Medicine Co., Louie-
nue, Ky.
sato AND WOPALK.
r.,. Big ad for unnItura.
d,w1,•tswe.Inflatnnott.nne
trritettnna Cr ultersount
se mucous niembranee
Pefelelle. sad sot marl*
gear or pollsososs.
Said by 0•••••••116.
•• sad is plata 'maw
by progal4, to
It.aa. or ',Weill.
HEADACH
'117 father had been a waterer from Melt header hetog th• leak twenty•ave years and  founit any
roller ante he began taking your Cue . Hines
Iwo ben berm taking Caseanas he has never had
Illtiebeadnehe. They hay, entirely eared him.
Cattearsta .In what yon reetwwwwwl thew to dn.
will lire ran eh., privilege of using his name.'
Lg. blebs Olb lt•siser$11., W.Indlesigkelle.
Best For
The Bowels
Pleassat, 
Palagab5ye Slab.. 
rinp:m
intl Is both.
O.NsnI..d ho euro or your
eternal Reetlagy
ANNUXL SALE, TEN
14:husberited,peitead,
. lee, lie . .
Pot stamped 00.
looney Web.
Chicago or PLY. mil
MILLION BOXES
• 
THE
Masquerader
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
Author of The Circle." Etc.
Copyright. 1904. by Harper Ce Brothers
•
(Continued from Yernerday.)
CHAPTER XIV,
ODER entered Lady Bramfell's
feeling far more like on actor
in a drama than on ordinary
wan in a peculiar situation. It
saes the first time he had played Chia
cote to a purely social audience and
the first tow for casco' years that_ he
had rubeed shoulders vilth •si well
dressed crowd ostenslidy brought to-
gether for amusement. -As he follow-
ed Eve along the corridor that led to
tass receptioa rooms he questioned the
reality of the position again awl again:
taeu abruptly, at the moment when the
i-ensation of familiarity was strongest,
a cheery voice hatjed him, and, turn-
ing, he saw the square shoulders, light
eyes and pointed mustache of Lakeiey,
the owner of the St. George's Gazette.
At the sight of the man and the
sound of his greeting his doubts and
speculations vanished. The essential*
of life rose again to the position taq
had occupied three weeks ago, in the
short but strenuous period when his
dormant activities had been stirred
and he had recognized his true self.
He lifted his head unconsciously, the
shade of misgiviug that had crossed
his coutideuee passing from him as he
smiled at Lakeiey with a keen, alert
pleasure that altered his whole face.
Eve, looking back, saw the expres-
sion. It attrected and held her, like a
autiden glimpae into a secret room. In
all the years of her marriage, in the
months of her courtship even, she bad
never surprised the look on Cbilcote's
face. The impression came quickly
awl with it a strange, warm rush of
Interest that receded slowly, leaving an
odd sense of loneliness. But, at the
moment that the feeling came and pass-
ed, her attention was claimed In an-
other direction. A slight, fair haired
boy forced his way toward her through
the press of people that filled the cor-
ridor.
"Mrs. Chilcote!" he exclaimed. "Can
I believe my luck In finding you alone?"
ENT taus:lied. It seemed that there
was relief In her laugh. "How absurd
you are, Bobby!" she said kiudly. "But
you are wrong. My husband is here.
I ;en waiting for him."
Blessington looked around. Lair' be
said. "Indeed!" Then he relapsed into
:silence. He was the soul of good na-
lluna .4but the w he, *now -him hest
knew that Cialcote's summary change
of secretaries had rankled. EVE'. eon-
scionS of the little jar, made haste to
smooth it away.
"Tell, me about yourself." she said.
"What have you been doing?"
Blessington looked at her, then smil-
ed again, his buoyancy restored. "Do-
ing?" he said. "Oh. calling every other
afternoon at Grosvenor square, only to
find that a certain lady is never at
At his tone Eve laughed again. The
-bey, with his frank and ingenuaus na-
ture, had beguiled many a dull hour
for her lu past days. and she hail miss-
ed hint not a little when his face had
been filled by Greening.
"But I mean seriously. Bobby. Has
something good turned up?"
Blessington made a wry face. "Some-
thing is on its way. That's why Um on
duty tonight. Old Bramfell and the
pater are working-. it between them. so
if Lady Bramfell or Lady Astrupp hap-
pen to drop a fan or a handkerchief
this evening I've got to be here to pick
it up. See?"
"As you pleked up my taus and hand-
kerchiefs last year and the year be-
fore?" Eve smiled.
Blessington's face -suddenlyelteked
grave. "I wish you hadn't said that,"
he said. Then he paused abruptly.
Out of the hum of talk behind them a
mau's laugh sounded. It was not loud,
but 11 was a laugh that one seldom
hears in a London drawing room. It
expressed Interest amusement and in
an inexplicable way it seemed also to
express strength.
Eve and Beesington both turned in-
s olunterily.
"By Jove!" said Blessington.
Eve snit! nothing.
Lotter was parting with Lakeley and
his was the laugh that had attracted
them both. The interest excited by his
talk was still reflected in his face and
bearing as be made his way toward
them.
"By Jove!" said Blesseington again.
al never realized that Chileote was so
tall,"
Again Eve said nothing. But silently
and with a more subtle meaning ssbe
found herself echoing the words.
Until he was smite close to her Loder
did not seem to see her. Then he
stopped quietly.
"I was speaking to Lakeley," he lottl.
"He wanes me to dine with him one
night at Cadottan Gardens."
But Eve wait silent waiting foie him
te eddress Bleseington. be glanced
at him quickly, but though their eyes
met be did not catch the meaning that
lay in hers It watt a ditScult moment.
She had known him Incredibly, utmost
unpardonably abeentrolnd.d, but it bad
invariably been *hen he was sof-
ferieg from nerves. as she phrased It
to herself. Rut tonight he was oh-
tlousjy the possession of unctiuded
fernities. She colored slightly and
Mimed under her !fishes at Blessing,
ton: Had the tonne Idea struck him.
she weedered? But be Was studiously
studying a Putt of Chinese armor thnt
ettiod (dole by ill it niche of the wall.
.'"Flobtly hal been keeping we, amused
Olt* pea talked to Mt Ltikelasy," she
[1,
said pointedly.
Directly addressed, Loder turned and
looked at Blessington. "How d'you
do?" he said, with donbtfill cordiality.
The name of Robby conveyed nothing
to bite.
To his surprise Eve looked annoyed
and Blessiugtoq's fresh colored face
deepened In tone. With a slow. tmeotn-
falWile-i-eatstifihia he was aware of
having struck a' wrong note.
There was a short, tinpleastint 'sense.
Then, more by intuition than actual
sight, Blessingteat saw Eve's eyes turn
trout hint to Loder. and wills quick
tact he saved the situation.
"How d'you do, sir?" he respauded,
with a senile. "I tongratulate you on
looking so—so uncommon well. I was
just telling Mrs. Chileote that I hold
a commission for Lady Astrupp to-
night. I'm a sort of scout at present
—reporting on the outposts." Ile spoke
fast and without touch meaning, but
his boyish voice eased the strain.
Eve thanked him with a smile.
"Then we mustn't interfere with a
Person on active service," she said.
• iiesides, we have our own duties to
get through." She smiled again and,
touching Loder's arm, indicated the re-
ception rooms.
When they entered the larger of the
two rooms Lady Bramfell was still
receiving her guests. She wits a tall
and angular woman who, except for a
certain beauty of hands and feet and
a certain Similarity of voice, possessed
nothing in common with her sister Lil-
lian. She was speaking to a group of
people as they approached, and the
first gamut of her sweet and rather
drawling tones touched Loder with a
curious momentary feeling--a vague
euggestiou of awakened memories.
Then the suggestion vanished as she
turned and greeted Eve.
"How sweet of you to comer" he
murmured. And It seemed to Loder
that a more spontaneous smile lighted
up her face. Thee she eeatended her
hqud to him. "And you, taarashe add-
ed. "Though I fear-we Shall 'bore you
tlreadfaliy."
Watching her with interest he saw
the change of expression as her eyes
turned from Eve to him and noticed a
colder tone In her voice as she address-
ed hire directly. The observation MeV-
ed him to self assertion.
"That's a poor compliment to Luca'
he said. -To be bored Se esnady-oulates
polite way of !seine thane."
Lady Bramfell smiled. "What!" she
exclaimed. "You defending your aso-
cial reputation?"
Lotter laughed a little. "The smaller
It is the more defending it needs," he
replied.
Another stream of arrivals swept by
them as he spoke. Eve smiledet their
hatless and moved across the room.
and 'he perforce followed. As te gain
est her side the little court shout Lady
Branifell was left well in the rear, the
great throng at the farther end of the
room was I:ot yet reached, and for the
mament they were 'meetly:01y al me.
There was a certain uneasiness in
that moment of companionship. It
seemed to him that Ere wished to
speak, but hesitated. Once or twice
elle opened and closed the fan that she
wet carrying, then at last, as if by an
effort she turned and looked at bins.
"Why were von so cold to Robby
filessingten?" she asked. "Doesn't it
seem discourteous to Ignore 111m as
you did?" •
Her manner was subdued. It was
not the annoyed manner that one use:
to a marl when he has behaved ill; it
"There's no penalty for separating hits-
hand and wife?"
woe the explanatory tone one might
adopt toward an incorrigible chill.
baler felt this. but the gist of a go-
mark al*sys came to him Brat, Its
mode of expression later. The .fact
that it was Bleeelngton wbom he had
encountered—Bleesington to whom he
had spoken with vague politeness,—
came to him with a sense of 'melee.-
antgess. De was spot le:blame In the
Matter, nevertheless he blamed itim•
melt. He was annoyed that he should
hay, made the Mir) In Rye's presence.
They were moving forward, nearing
the press of people in the second room.
when We spoke. "and the tact DIM
hiiw WO BB owed *easy er annoy-
anee. People smiled and bowed to
her from every side; elae woman lean-
ed forward as they passed and whits-
pereti something in her ear. Again
the sensation of fatality and vexation
filled him; again he realized how pal-
pable was the place she held iii the
world. Then, as his feelings reached
their height and speech 'seemed forced
upon hint, a small man arab a round
face, catching a glimpse of Eve. dart-
ed from a circle of people gathered in
one of the windows and came quickly
toward them. With an unjust touch
of irritation he recognized Lord Bram-
fell.
Again the setse of Eve's aioofuess
Rising him as their host approached.
lu another moment she wonid be lost
to him among this throng of strangers
—claimed by them as by right.
"Eve," he said involuntarily and un-
der his breath.
She half paused and turned toward
him. "Yes?" she said, and he wonder-
ed if it was his imagination that made
the word sound slightly eager.
"About that matter of Blessington."
he began; then be stopped. Beamfell
had -reached- them.
The little man came up smiling and
with an outstretched hand. "There's
no penalty for separating husband and
wife, is there. Mrs. Chileote? How are
you, Chilccite?" He turned front out'
to the other with the quick, noiseless
manner that always characterized him.
Lotter turned aside to hide his vexa-
tion, tut Eve greeted their host with
f .1. usual self possessed smtie.
"You are exempt from all penalties
tonight," she said. Then she turned to
greet the members of his party who
hail strolled across from the window
in hie wake.
As she moved aside Brainfell looked
at .Loder. "Well, Chileote, have you
dipped into the future yet?" he asked
with a laugh.
Loder echoed the laugh, but said
nothing. In his uncertainty at the
question he reverted to his old re-
source of silence. -
Brainfell raised his eyebrows.
"What!" be said. "Don't tell Inc that
my sister-tit-law hasn't engaged you
as a victim." Then he turned in
Eve's direction. eYou've beard of our
new departure, Mrs. Chilcote?"
Eve looked round from the lively
group by which she was surrounded.
"Lillian's crystal gazing? Why, of
course!" she said. "She should make
a very beautiful seer. 'We are all quite
curious."
Bramfell pursed up his lips. "She
has a very beautiful tent at the end
of the conservatory. ft took five men
as many slays to rig it up. We could
not hear ourselves talk aor hammer-
ing. My- wife said it mails- her feel
quite philanthropic, It reminded her so
much of a charity bazaar."
Everybody laughed, and at the sense
moment Blessington came quickly'
across the room and joined the group.
"Hello!" he said. "Anybody seen
Witcheston? He's next on my list for
the crystal business."
Again the whole party laughed, and
Bramfell, stepping 'forward, touched
Blessington's arm in mock' seriousness.
"Witcheeton is playing- bridge, like
a sensible man," he said. "Leave him
in peace, Robby."
Blessington made a comical grimace.
"But I'm working this on commercial
principles." be said. -I atop the list,
names and hours complete, and Lady
Astrupp gazes in blissful ignorance as
to who her victims are. The whole
thing is great, simple and statistical."
"For goodness' sake. Bobby, shut
up!" Bramfelas round eyes were
twinkling with amusement.
"But my system"—
"Systems! Ati. we all had them when
we were as young as you are!"
"And they- all had flaws, Bobby,"
Eve broke in. "We 'were always find-
ing gaps that had to be filled up. Never
mind about Lord Wttchesten. Get a
substitute. It won't count if Lillian
doesn't know."
Biessington wavered as she spoke.
His eyes wandered round the party
and again rested on Bramfell. %
"Not me, Bobby! Remember, I've
breathed crystals—practically lived on
them—for the last week. Now, there's,
Chileote"— Again his eyes twinkled.
All eyes were turned on Loiter,
though one or two strayed surrepti-
tiously to Eve. She, seeming sensitive
to the position, laughed quickly.
"A very good idea!" she said. "Whc
wants to see the future if not a poli-
tician?"
Lotter glanced front her to Blessing-
ten. Theo, with a very feminine im-
pulse, she settled the matter beyond
dispute.
"Please use your authority. Bobby,"
she Mild. "And when you've got himn
safely under canvas come back to me.
It's years since we've had a talk." She
nodded and smiled, then instantly turn
eti to Bramfell with some trivial re
mark.
For a seconsi Lotter waited: then,
with a movement of resignation, he
laid his hand on Blessington's arm.
"Very well," he said. "Rut, if my fists
is black witness it was my wife who
sent me to it." His faint plume ou the
word wife, the mention If the word It-
self in the presence of thews people,
had a savor of recklessness. The small
slineonifiture of his earlier slip vanish-
ed before it. Ile experienced a strong
reaction of confluence In his luck.
With a cool head, a steady step and it
friendly pressure of 'the fingers on
Blessing-ton's arm. he allowed !Oneself
to be drawn across the reception mon*,
through the long corridors and down
the broad flight of steps that led to the
conservatory.
The conservatory was a feature of
the Bramfell town house, and to Lotter
It came its something wonderful and
unlooked for. with it's clustering green
brandies, its slight, uttoppreseive
scents, its temperately pleasant atmos-
phere. He felt no what to speak as,
guided -by Itieessiagton; he palmed
down the shadowy paths that lu the
half light.had the ivoirtrith and mystery
of a amithern garden Here and there
from the darkness,' enme the with:per
lag of a voice or the mound of a laugh,
bringing with it the necessary touch of
Otbersteep the place WAS still,
Ale4orbeil by the ais Of eyjittitle,.eone•
traming so remarkably with the not
and crowded glitter left behind in the
reception rooms. he bad moved half-
way down the long green aisle before
the business In hand came back to hint
with a sudden fielitte of annoyance. It
eeemed so paltry to mar the quiet of
the plats. with the absurdity of a side
show: lie turned to Blessington with
a touch of abruptness.
asii•NedVhat am expected to do?' he
Bleesington looked up, surprised.
"Wks-, I thought, sir"— he began; then
he instantly altered his tone. "Ob.
Just enter into the spirit of the thing.
Lady Astrupp won't put much strain
on your credulity but she'll make a
big van on your solemnity." He laugh-
ed.
He had an infectious laugh, and Lo-
der responded to it.
"But what am I to dor he persisted.
"Oh, nothing. Being the priestess, she
naturally demsnds acolytes, but she'll
let you know that she holds the prior
place. The tent is so fixed that she
sees nothing beyond your hands, so
theraat iffisoFafeTY no -delusion." He
Ineghed once more. Then suddenly
lowered his voice and slackened his
Pitlitt. "Here we are," he whispered
in pretended awe.
At the end of the path the space wid-
ened to the full breadth of the conserv-
atory. The light was dimmer, giving
an added impression of distance. AW“)
to the left Lotter heard the sound of
splashing water, had on his right baud
he (ought his first glimpse of the tent
that was hits goal.
It was an artistic little structure—a
pavilion formed of silky ,fabrie that
showed bronze in the light of an orien-
tal hunt' that hung above its entrance.
A+ they drew closer a man emerged
from it. Ile stood for a moment in
uncertainty, looking about him: then,
catching sight of them, be came for-
ward. laughing.
Gscrge," he exclaimed. "it's as
dark as limbo iu there! I didn't see
you at first. But I say, illessington,
its a beastly Phallus to have that tbuia-
dereloust barrier shutting off the sor-
ceress. If she gases at the crystal,
mayu't we have somethiugsto gaze at
toe?"
Blessingion laughed. "You want too
much. Gantry:" he said: "Lady As-
trapp understands the value of the un-
attainable. Conte along, sir!" he added
to .Losier, drawing hint forward with
an energetic pressure of the arm.
Loder responded, and as be did so a
flicker of curiosity touched his mind
for the first time. He wondered foi
an instant who this woman was who
aroused so much comment. And with
the speculation ChM° the remembrance
of bow :she bed assured Chileote that
on cue point at least he was invulner-
able. He had spoken then from the
height of a past experieuce—an expe-
rience so fully passed that he wonder-
ed now if it had been as staple a guar-
antee as he had then believed. Man's
capacity for outliving Is astonishingly
complete. The long ago incident in the
Italian mouuteins had faded. liket it
crayon estudynetiewhieh the tones-davit
merged and gradually lost character.
The past had palest before the :present.
as golden hair might pale before black.
The Aluille cause with apparent irrele-
vance. Thee again Blessiugton pressed
his arm.
"Now, sir!" be said, drawing away
anti lifting the curtain that hung before
the entrance of the tent "
Loiter looked at the amused, boyish
face lighted by the hanging lamp and
smiled pleasantly; then. with a shrug
of the shoulders, he entered the pa-
vilion, and the curtain fell behind him.
(To be Cionanneill.)
Gamboa.
Mamma-- Shame. shame! What tem-
per!
Child—This ain't temper, ma; this Is
temperament.
Truth would be frightened to
death If it happened to encounter
some people in a dark alley.
ULM!
trtiouTPLATEs
Cut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st,
Gold Shell Crowns $3.50
Gold Fillings •$1 00 up
Silver Fillings 75c
Partial Plates 
All work guaranteed.
Cut this coupon out and bring
it with you, it is worth $1.00.
Each person is limitA-d to one
coupon for each Job of plate or
bridge work only. Until after
Atari 1, '07,
Dr. King Brooks
DENTIST.
Sixth and Broadway.
Miners Elect.
Central City, Ky., Feb. 19.—One
of the most important elections that
occur in Muhlenbersge county was -held
in Central City yesterday to select
officers for District No, 23, United
Mine Workers of Araerlea. This dis-
trict is compo-ed of Muhienherg, Hop
kine, Union, Webster, Devices, Hen-
derson, Ohio, McLean and Christian
counties, sit -that the election affects
elm whole of western Kentucky. Re-
turns show that \V. J. Campbell. of
Drakesboro, was elected national
board member; W'. 0. titith, of Cen-
tral Citp, elected president; J. T.
Mains, of Render, Ohio ctotiMy, elect-
ed vice president, and C. M. Carter.
Of •Cectrella City, elected secretary-
treasurer.
Use a KODOL after your
meals arie it wi:1 be found to afford
a prompt and efficient relief. KODOL
nearly approximates toe digestive
juices. It digests what you eat. It is
sold on a auatalateed relief plan.
3old heie by Lang Bros.
hardly a province of China has es-
caped the recent mania for railways.
and if all t4e lines projected are car-
ried out some of the remotest parts
3f -the empire wil; be rendered easy
3f access.
JEWELRY
that will charm Asa delight the
Judge of tine gems. Rings, Brooch-
es, Ornamental (Numbs, chAtillt.
Bracelets, etc.
WATCH:118
for Ladies and (tentiemen, In gold
silver or gunmetal. Cigarette Cams,
Match Boxes, Cigar Cutters, etc. All
sorts of dainty pieces of silver for my
"Lady's" dressing table.
WARREN & WARREN.
DRAUGHON'
az4thed44r6o
(Incorporated.)
312.3111reathres, eel NASIIVillE
117 Colleges in 15 sie'•* rosrmone
tared or alone, REFUNDED Ater, tea-ls
NAIL, Catalogue will convince TOU I..
IDIaliglion'• THIS NEST. Call or seas lot
, :atalcgue.
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
 Incorp, • 1 _
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
I 
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.123.124 N. rcourth St. Phorsos 787
, — 1
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Olauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling
TELEPHONE 499
HENRY MAHN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
Book Binding, Bank Work, Legal
and -Library Work a specialty.
NEW STATE HOTEL
METIlarPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Halley, Prop.
Newest and best hotel in the city.
Rates p2.00. Two large sample
roonue Bath roems, Electric Lights.
The only cents-111y located Hotel in
the city.
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SO-
LICITED,
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
-At
SI: IBER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah For Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT, -•  Master
EUGENE ROBINSON, Clerk
This company is net responsible
for invoice charges unless collected
by the eleri to* the boat.
EVANSVH.LE, PXDUCAII AND
CAIRO LINE.
(Incorporated)
Evansville and Paducah Packets.
(Daily Except Stinday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler mad John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.a0. Elegant music on the
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharp°, daily, ex-
cept Sunday_ Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed .
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler General Pass, Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
laowler-Crumbaugh & Co's. (Mee.
Both phone- No. 3.
slrle911111111111111111111111V 
LEE LINE STEAMERS
The Georgia Lee
leaves Memphis Feb-
ruary 19 and pastes Pa-
ducah February 21.
The Peters Lee leaves
Cincinnati February 20
and passes Paducah Feb-
ruary 23
G. F. PHILL PS, Agent
Office iticienond House.
Telephone 66•R,
artsr7111C-Am-J t=t1tgar....at.^7r..ter
NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
List of new subscribers added by
the Him, Tennessee Telephone Com-
pany today:
1131-4--Hester, A. 9., Res. R. P.
D. No. 1, -
1731-5--Grimes, IL, Res. R. F:—
No. 1.
1673—Webb. W. M.-, 1021 Huse
bands.
1629—Smith, J. r., Res., 1722
Madison St.
Houser Road.
1015—tohn-ton, Geo. M., real-
We have In the city over 3.000 sub-
scribers or five times as many as the
Independent company; outsele the
city mud within the county we have
62 times as many sebscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it will
place a telephone In your reeldenoe
at the same rate the Independent corn
pany is supposed to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, long distance facili-
ties which will enable you to reach
fully flfty million people from your
home.
Call 300 for fanner Information.
KILL THE COUC
AND CURE THE LUNCS
WIT" Dr. King's
New Discovery
ONSLICaleTION
FOR OUGHS ace 110e & S1.00
OLDS Free Thal.
es:
urea —ad (atut.test Cure tor all
THno.ivr nett LUNG TROVE..
LICS. or AtONEY BACK.
In sixty years -past the average
spas of Ufa in France has been In-
reseed seven years.
1"‹.
!as
•5
r -
101111p-
•Hirsutakl Is a born pianist.*
is flitieed. They say that when he was only four years old he demo).
'shed all the keys on a $500 piano."
wareeeeessersesereeeerefaceseara
"SHOOTS" HIS lisr
Dr. Thomas L. Shearer of 905
North Charles street, one of the most
prominent physicians in Baltimore,
Sias decided to go hatless the rest of
his lift. and he will try tc persuade
the rest of mankind to do likewipe.
He announced to a reporter for the
American yesterday afternoon that
he was preparing, and would give out
in a short time, a treatise _showing
bow, from a scientific standpoint, his
fellow-beings will be healthy and hap-
py if they do as he advises. Judg-
ing from the outlook, Dr. Shearer's
batlese brigade bids fair to assume
very. respectable proportions.'
The principal benefits to result
from going without any hat wilt be
that the next generation will see
very few baldheaded men, and one of
the great institutions at the theater
-the baldheaded row-will be a
thing of the past. Then again Dr.
Shearer thinks that, with the free
play of the air over the head, per-
sons will he less liable to any soalp
disease, and very probably will have
no disease of the scalp at all. The
--great cry for fresh air le at the bot-
tom of Dr. Shearer's crusade against
the hat. He fa of the opinion that
not wily is it neceseary to breathe
fresh air, but it is just as necessary to
let it play all about the head, thus in-
suring a healthy scalp and a -neavy,
lively- and vigorous hairsuit.
For some time past Dr. Shearer's
intimate friends have been aware of
his etiposition to the practice of
wearing hats, and he has been ap-
pearing hatless on the streets, at the
theaterr. on al his outings, and, in
fact, everywhere. They have said
little about it except in the particu-
lar social circles in which the pity-
- -titian moves, and they have watched
,hirg 'err carefully, expecting evetI
day to hear that he had been taken
ill with pneumonia or some ailment
usually brought about by undue ex-
posure.
In fact, some of his friends have
;eared that a galloping consumption
'would set in and take the doctor to
his ancestors long before -his lime;
but, instead of losing his health, Dr.
Shearer has been growing more ro-
bust and ruddier every day, until
by this Lime many of his intimates
have become convinced that they, too,
would be better off if they could dis-
card their tiles, derbies, fedoras and
caps; but they have not yet been able
to get up the necessary amount of
nerve to do so.
"Yes," said Dr. Shearer wtten ask-
ed about the matter yesterday after-
noon "I have not worn my hat for
months and I am now in better
health than I have ever been. I hope
soon to be able to convince many
others that they would be better off
if they would do as I am dbing. This
is no fad with me, but is the result
of long eonsideratton and careful
thought. The subject is too big a
one to even think of going into it in
a superficial manner, but I will soon
have prepared a statement citing
eminent medical authorities for the
course I pursuing. In my statement,
which I shall prepare for the Ameri-
can within the next few days. I shall
show all the benefits to be derived
from the practice of going without
any headgear, and I hope to be able
to persuade many others to }coin the
movement."
So accustomed has the doctor be-
come to going bareheaded that he
never misses his hat and never for
one moment does he feel any discom-
fort. On Monday night, while snow-
storm was at its height, and while
the wind was blowing a gale, he was
out in the open for several hours, ana
at no time was he cold and discom-
moded in the. least. One would ex-
pect that after such exposure Dr.
Shearer's hair would show signs of
the hard usage It has evidently under
gone, but one glance at him dispels
any such idea. His brown hair Is as
glostry and soft as if protected care-
fully every day from the slightest
zephyr, and there is no evidence of
more than ordinary brushing to keep
it laying as smoothly as it does .when
-tie is moving around in the drawing-
rooms of the members of Baltimore's
"400," where he is to he found near-
ly every night during the social seas-
on.--Baltimore Sun.
0 cm 4/10/4
NO VISIBLE -CHANGE.
•:$0
"By Jove. Webby, I .hink I must be in love."
'Gracious. Weggy, whyr
"Oh, they oily • relish in love always gets so lik• an ass, ye know."
"But, bloom me, *Id chappie. I haven't noticed anything unueuel about you.!
1111•--- -‘ -
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'CHANGE DESIGNS
OF ALL GOLD COIN
President Thinks the Present
Stanip Inartistic
Mat Have Emblem of Liberty and
Plaribus Unum," on Them
At All Times.
HARRIMAN TO BE EXAMINED
Washington, D. C., Feb. 19.-The
gold coins of the United States will
he changed some time during the
coming year, for the first time in 50
tears. The work of preparing the
new designs has been placed in the
hands of a celebrated New York art-
ist. President Roosevelt believes that
the gold coins now In use 'are inar-
tistic, and after discussing the mat-
ter with the treasury officials he
took it up with the New Yorker in
question. As a result, appropriate
designs, artistic in effect and beauti-
ful in workmanshiy, are about to be
submitted for approval of the presi-
dent. The designs on coins shall not
be changed Oftener than once in a
period-of iyears, that .on each coin
there shall appear An emblem of lib-
erty, the year of coinage, and the
words "E Pluribus Unum " Beyond
being bound by this general descrip-
tion the president may do as he
likes
Harriman on the Rack.
Washington Feb. 19.----Unless in-
terfered with by persons "higher UpS'
the interstate commerce commissioe
will place Edward H. Harriman on
the stand as a witness February 25,
when it will resume at New York its
inquiry into operations of the rail-
road consolidation effected by Harri-
man and men associated with him.
There hag been a persistent report in
Washington for a week or so that
the government, through the depart-
ment of justice, has collected evi-
dence tending to show that the Har-
riman lines constitute a combination
in restraint of trade, and as such
would be prosecuted under terms of
the Sherman anti-trust act.
nurrE NEWS FAMINE.
People Listen to Public Reader to
Rear. tbr PaPeTIL.
Butte, Mont.. Feb. 19.-Sixty thou-
sand people in Butte, and several thou
send others in adjacent towns and the
country paseed the foorth d.rea.ry day
without 'local newspapers to give
them the news, as a result of the
pressmen's With nothing to
read except aisle publications from
other cities, More persons atteoded
Church than for years.
There was a greet scramble among
the stay-at-homes for the paiiers do-
Livered from out-side points. The
usual number sent here was trebled
In antioipation of a big demand, but
the supply was so medal that prem-
iums as high as a dollar were paid
tor a single paper. Scalpers did a
great business on the streets
In eating and drinking places, po-
lite 'stations and residencee men gath-
ered in groups, appointed a reader
arid listened to what newt, of the clay
there was to be had. Denver.. St.
Louis, Chicago and St. Paull papers
several days old were eagerly de-
voured.
The papers which have suspended
temporarily are the Butte Miner, Even
log News, later-Moutstain and the
Daily Standerd of- Atiaeond a. The
proprietors of these powers. who are
all weak by men, declare that they
never will resume publication if it
be a condition precedent that they
pay the increased price asked by the
strilaing twelve pressmen whose waSk-
out caused the suspension,
-You know your calling cards
are correct when they come from The
Sun' Script cards and plate $1.50 a
hundred, She Old English $3,
TM;
WOMEN "KNOW THINGS
ABOUT PRICKS."
The protean who has had the
benefit of came years of "ad-
reading" is, as a rontsequenee,
"educated" in some directional in
quite as practical a way as her
husband.
Indeed, if the husband knows
his profeludem, his business, III/I
trade, as well as the wife knows
her business as "buyer for the
Item.." be will prosper.
The woman shopper under-
110111414 that her education-as a
"buYe1"1 - is never finished.
Contlitions, markets, price*,
goods, fashions, fabrics-all
these are changing and altering
coutineintly.• To keep "posted,"
the housewife. wsitehes the store..
advertising with an alert eye
anal rintlerotandhipt.
TODAY'S MARKETS
Lettuce  5c hunch.
Parsnips  6c quart.
Turnips  10c gal.
Sweet potatoes  60c be.
Irish potatoes  .. 75c bu.
Sassafras  5c bunch.
Young onions  2 bunches 5c.
(Steens  10e bunch.
Beets  2 bunches 16c
Radishes  2 _bunches 16c
Celery  75c doz:
Strawberries 
Grape fruit. 
Bananas 
Oranges 
Apples 
Chickens 
Turkeys 
Rabbits 
Eggs 
Butter 
Ham 
Sausage 
Lard
Ma Business..
20c box.
3 for 26c.
10c dot
2,0c dos.
25e peck.
36e to 76c.
10c lb.
 10c each.
25e doz.
2.5c Th.
17c lb
It). lb.
  lt2c lb.
Mr. Caller-go your sister keeps you
in pocket money?
Jimmy-Yes.
Mr. Caller-What do you do for It?
Jimmy-Oh, I bare to yawn when
vone one comes she doesn't want to
'Pe
*Willie wailed and Winnie wheez-
ed, while Wintry vonds whined
weirdly. Willie wriggled while Win-
nie wheessi wretchedly. Wisdom
whispers winter winds work wheez-
es. Wherefore we write, "Use Kenne-
dy's Laxative Cough syrup." Nothing
else so good. Sold by Lang Bros.
-The United States civil service
col:Omission announces examinations
for this district as follows: Topo-
graphic and cartographic draftsman,
March 13-14; draftsman and serve).-
or, March 20p1.
All headaches go
Wnen JIMU grow wiser
And learn to use
An "Ilholy Rtser."
Be Witt's Little Early Risers, safe,
sure pills.
Lang Bros.
RIVER NEWS 1
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River Stages.
Cairo 24.0 0.7 fall
Chattanooga ..  4.9 0.1 fall
Cincinnati... 18 7 .. St'd
Blensville 16.1 0.6 fall
Florence  4 0 St'd
Johnsonville 7.2 0.2 fall
Louisville   7.2 0.1 fall
Mt. Carmel  6.2 .• • • St'd
Nashville .. 0.4 fall
Pittsburg  . 4.2 0,2 fall
St. Louis 12.4 0.7 rise
Mt. Vernon  15.8 0.5 fall
Paducah  16.3 0.5 fall
Five-tenths of a foot fall in the
last 24 hours shows some•encourage-
neent that the river will not get too
low. The stage this morning was 16.3
Business at the wharf continues
good.
With the wheel dismantled and
the boiler heads out, the R. Dunbar
was brought into port yesterday ev-
ening by the Electra from Nashville.
A flaw was found in the boilers and
all the repairs sill be made here.
The Dunbar has been in the upper
Oumberland river trade. After tying
up the Dunbar here, the Electra
turned around and went back to
Nashville. It will require two weeks
or longer to make the necessary re-
/nate
The towboat Vincennes was coal-
ing this morning preparatory to leav-
ing ter the Tennessee river after a
tow of lumber.
Failure to get a crew delayed the
Scotia yesterday and It did not get
away for 'the Tennessee river until
today.
Ahead of the schedule, the City of
Memphis arrived yesterday afternoon
from the Tennessee river. • A sills
trip to Joppa and return will find the
Memphis ready to leave here Wed-
nesday evening on the up trip to the
Tennessee river.
Captain William Hunter Is In the
city to superintend repairs on the
Dunbar.
The Birmingham will arrive from
JOPPR today butt 'probably will not
get out tot a few days.
The JA.Frfwler arrived from Ev-
ansville this morning and left after
attending to business on the return
trip. illg inks
Big barges are being repaired at
the dry docks. The long graceful
"mode:" barges afford plenty of
work,
:ttat the ways several boats shifted
places today. Emerson's show boat
was finished apti let into the watrr.
Only slight caulking repairs were
!shed today and was launched. The
Davis is in first class trim from the
wheel to the flagstaff and will go
down to Jortpa in her old trade. In
the place vacated by the showboat,
theiJim Duffy was pulled out for
slight repairs. The government in-
spectors found a few bad planks in
their Last trip here. A barge of the
Duffy also will be taken out. In the
place of the Davis, the Maud Kilgore
which came up from Helena, Ark.,be-
fore the high water, for repairs, will
be taken out today. The Clyde will
be on the ways several weeks longer.
Business was good with the' Dick
Fowier on the return trip from Cairo
last night, and was fair on the down
trip this morning.
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio. at t vansville and Mt.
Vernon, wil? continue falling slowly
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rkeeded..T.he T-AL -Daria:alsa-was.-an- during the next several days. At
Paducah and Cairo, will continue fall
leg during the next several days.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth, will continue falling.
The Mississippi, at Chester. will
rise tonight. At Cape Girardeau, wit:
continue falling during the next 12
to 24 hours, then rise.
The Wabash, at Mt.
material change during
hours.
Carmel, no
the next Sts
Piles of people have Piles. Why
suffer from piles when you can use
DeWitt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
Salve and get relief. Nothing else so
good. Beware of imitations. See that
tbe name is stamped on each box
Sold by Lang Bros.
It's bettee to be fresh than stale--
but don't get too fresh.
PLACE YOUR REAL ESTATE WITH AN
1 ACTIVE AGENCY -I
your property and advertises ;t prominently and persistently until sold? I
I 
greater
In offering your real estate for sale, have you ever considered the much 
benefit you get from the real estate agent who takes a detailed description of
I
Compare this with -the method of the-old:it-4ml lent who carefully fills out
a card, files it away and then sits down to wait for some straggling prospect to come I
I 
in and ask for it.
The HOLLINS AGENCY does more high-class advertising of individual
property, giving full and complete description, than all the other real estate agents I
I of Paducah combined. This is the reason our list is so active-it's the reason peo-
ple com to us when they want to buy.
This advertising costs us money---lots of it. You know this if you've ever I
g 
I tried it. But this expense is all taken care of in our commission, which is not a bit
more than is charged by other agents who effects sales after long and tedious
waiting.
I 
Better phone HOLLINS---Number 127. He will SELL it.
I
I H. C. HOLLINS i
1 • 
uRideinsial Estate and Rentals
Trueheart 
E3t
Telephony 127
I
L 
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